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INFORMATION PRODUCTS RESULTING FROM SATELLITE STUDIES AT
THE INSTITUTE FOR TELECOMMUNICATION SCIENCES

Evelyn M. Gray*

This bibliography describes the satellite
work done by the Institute for Telecommuni-L,
cation.Sciences, Office of Telecommunications, .
U.S. Department of Commerce, from 1958 through
1976. .rorks.cited are grouped into categories
of propagation, antennas, modulation or signal
design, electromagnetic interference and fre
quency sharing, system design and assessment,.
and noise. An author index is included.

/

1. INTRODUCTION
"-t

4,1 Purpose

1

This bibliography is designed to describe the scope,, the
time ?pan, the dep.:eh, the'variety, and the relevance of the sat-
ellite Work robe bythe.Institute for TelecomMunication Sciences
"(ITS), Office of Telecommunications, U. S..Depdttment of
Commerce, Boulder, Colorado,. from 1958 through 1976.

1.2 Selection of Material.

One of thedeciding faCtors for selecting papers was the .

goal of Pzesentig for the reader a.-clear idea of what capa-
bi/ittes currently exist withfn the Instittite for Telecommunica-
tion Sciences. FOr that reason,-'the folibwing categories are
included:

1. Work done.-loy ITS staf and published in .OT' reports,
OT technical memoranda,,,and CT special publications,

-2. Work done,by IT 'staff and, publishedpublishein trace journals,
technical journals, non-periodical publications, series,
books, etc.

. Work done by staff and plablished. by other ag cies' of
°government (e.g., Department-of Tmarisportation r ports)

: . ITS contributions to CCIR'sate114.te.st, iersar
--mentioned (in a summary fashion).

IfTlle author is with the Institute for Telecommunication Science
Office of Telecommunications,.Eoulder, Colorado 80302.

.r



ITS work which' is only indirec
has been included in this bibliogra
'TTS a continuing capability in sone

ly'reIated to satellite studies
by icf that work represents in
hase of satellite-related

Some kinds of satellite work done at Boulder,Laboratories'
have been excluded. Generally, the reasons for exclusion are
related to a) agency reorganization, b) classifi-aation, or
c) availability, as is detailed below.

1.2.1 Agency Reorganization

s.

The Central,Radio Propagation Laboratory (CRPL) was organ-
ized within the .National Bureau,of Standards,(NES) in 1946.
The later, move of CRPL from Wa'shington, D.C., to Boulder, Colo-
rado, was initiated ir 1951. In .1965, when the Environmental
Science 'Services Administraticjr."(ESSA) was formed, the CR'r, was
t-ranferred from NBS to ESSA, and the,,name was changed to, the
Institute .for Telecommunication Sciences and Aeronomy (ITSA).-
During .the' ensuing five years, further dividing of the agency
was done, and in 1970, ,three divisionS which made up the, ,Insti-.
tutee for _Telecommunication Sciendes- (ITS) were transfer'red to the
newly fora ed Office'of Telecommunications (OT) of the/u.S. Depart-
rent.o ± c,anmerce. 'he OT/ITS now shares the Boulder, Laboratories
site with elementseof NES and.the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)'. "'his bibliography includes
only material which is related to present OT/ITScaPabilitles.
The.refore'; 'wodone in CRPL .or in FSSA-ITSA by divi%ions which
are no in YES or UOAA is. not included. For example, the topilde-
salander work for study of the

/
heionosphere is excluded. /

,

,

1.2.2 Availability of-Documents

AID

Classified documents are.excluded fro m the bibliography'
since theY'are'not'avairable to the general public.

. Talks, discussions, tapes, and other such ephemeral items
are ggnerally omitted._

o

Some documents which, are difficult to obtain are cited.
For instance, ,OT Technical. Memoranda, 'VMS Reports, and ESSA
Memoranda are geneally at limited availability when-first
prime and often \out gfprint shortly thereafter. Those
.publicons intheselci'tegories which have been deposited
in the Na-tional-Technical Information Services (NTIS) may still"
be obtained by writing t NTIS. Accession numbers are shown
for sorze"o,f these items.

2
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1.3 Sources

Sources for this list of information products were:

1. ITS Publications Abstracts
2. NES lists of Technical Reports-

1

. 3. NBS li is of Technical Notes.
4. INL tion Products .of OT 1970 75 (OT Special

Pub tion 75-41
5. Boulder-,Library indices (author,\ subject, and

key-words) .
, _

6. NBS Special Publications Nos. 240, 305, 305-1, ..

%305 -2, and 305-3
7. 6lisCussions/with-ITS authors.

p

,

, I
,

1.4, Organization of Bibliography,

The references contained in this bibliogr-aphy are 1 sted
first in alphabetical order by author. This listing inc des
author(s) name.(s) , date of publication, title, medium of ubli-
cation, page numbers, and an abstract of the work cited.
by the same author are listed in reverse chronological order;
All entries are consecutively'numbered.

The second .part of thefbibliography lists' the same papers,
grouped by-subject accordir4,to the categories listed below.
Only authors names, dates, titles and sources are shown in this
portion of the bibliogr hy.

They third portion of this bibliography is an-alphabetical
author index showing all papers in the bibliogiaphy to which
each has contributed.

) .

The cateaories*chosen to illustrate satellite work at
ITS are as follow,s7.

j.

1. Propagation ,

.

a. Ionosmheric(cintillation ( '"-
b. Absorption
c.,. -Precipitation attenuation

2. An-equas ..'

e;:
f

3. Modu tion-and/or signal design -

a. Analog
b. Digital

-.,-

4. Eilectromagnetic interference and frequeriCy sharinp.
5. System design v.

6. Noise.
,

3



. 2 . -111MVEMARY

2.1 Highlights of ITS Satellite 1,)%0Tk

When what is now ITS was part of CRPL, CRPL had primary
responsibility within the Federal Government for researchsZn
the propagation of the radio waves through the atmosphere, and.
on the basic physics of'such phenomena. In four broad areas,

-the programs of the CRPL had an important and close relationship
to current and-future space programs:

1.) transmission,propagation, and 4teception of electro-
gnetic radiation to and from space vehicles for

ommunication, navigation, and guidance;

. interaction of space vehicles with their environment;

3. use of space vehicles'as research instruments; and

A. characteristics of the various parts of the atmosphere.

Some of the most important of these programs included:

1. obsepving tlfie variations of wave polari tion and
analyzipg the refractive effects of the ionospher on radio-.'
signals from earth 4atellites;

2. studying the phase stability of radio ves propagated
over point-to-point paths, and the effect of' atological
characteristics of the troposphere on radio propagation, to
determine the effects on the accuracy of guidance systems;

3. 'making directional,scintillation,and refraction
studies of the ionosphere to determine the navigational accuracy
of radio signals for guida ce of 'vehicles, 4in and beyond the
upper atmosphere;,

4. iryestigating the physics ofr/the upper atmosphere,
-includincahe dynamics of the ionosphere, airglow emission,
thermal sti-ucture, electron densitiesp.and_ VLF emissions;

5. studying the effects of solar activity on radio noise,
the earth's magnetic field, and the state of ionization of the
ionosphere.

10



When CRPL was disbanded, ITSA continued to piirsue the
.long7standing_interest in_satellite_proarams.,_Siach_interests-
have resulted in public tions in the following areas:

Interferencej
Raintansed interference,
Interference to Radio Astronomy,
Satellite/Satellite interference
Satellite/Terrestrial interference

. Desired-to-undesired signal ratios

Propagation
Propagation pred-Y--ions,
Propagation effe-...,,
Absorption,
Atrospheric turbulence, refraction, and reflections.

Frequency Sharing
International negotiations, ITU, CCIR,,and
Standards work, spectrum utilization efficiency and
Reanwidth studies, and
Sharing between 'satellite and terrestrial systems

Antennas
Antenna de ign,
DirectilAty measurements

Low-Noise Receiving-Systems
Signal-to-noise ratios

Teri, ii Shielding

Tracking Systems

Ionospheric Studies,L
Using satellite beacon transmissions
Ionospheric scintillation

System Performance As5ess7rent
Studies predicting interference levelsefor GOES.

This bibliography covers the satellite work done at
what is now ITS during the years 1958 through 197. Early CRPL
satellite,studies are summarized in NBS.Report 7268, "Space
Telecommunications and the Central Radio Pr6pagation Laboratory,"
by J. W. Rerbstreit (1962). Later,,satellite work. is repOrted
in ESSA Research Laboratories Space.Science Activities,"
Popd (1968) . 'Other early -information was _obtained from NBS
Memorandum Report'DM779-8, "Space Related Activities of the
Boulder LaboratorieS" (l958) . .

5
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N.

2 2 CCIR__ Satellite Work: ITS_ Participation_

' The present Director of CCIR /International:Radio Consul-
tative Committee), and the most recent past Director of-CCIR
are both former employees of the Boulder ITp:Laboratories. Char-
acteristidally,'ITS staff have been active in CCIR committees for
many years. The Chairmanship of Study Group 6 (Ionospheric
Propagation) of the CCIR has.alwaysresided in ITS or its'
predecessor organizations. Membership lists of CCIR study
groups 4, 5, and 6 (relating to satellite work)illustrates ITS
involvement in the.international aspects of satellite problems.

As early as 1958, Study Group VI (U.S. Committee) drafted,
a proposed question for study: "Protection of frequencies
used by artificial earth satellites or other space vehicles
for communication and positional observation.r This question
was approved by the TS CCIR Executive committee in Doc. No. 166'
of March 14, 1958.

In 1961 the only studies made by hat date of the technical
feasibility of spectrum sharing between space and ground-based
services were made by NBS/CRPL people.

It is fro= these beginnings that the Satellite work grew.
at Boulder Labs. 'That work is reported in the pages which follOw.

3. MKNOWLEDGL4NTS

The author wishes to express appreciation to Mr. Paul
I. Wells of the Boulder Laboratories for his invaluable assis-
tance and ,.encouragement -throughout the work of compiling this
bibliography. The author is also grateful for the suggestions
and guidance. of Dr. Peter Mftnamon. Appreciation and thanks
are extended to the liBiarians at'the Boulder Laboratories -

for their technical assistance with-the literature searches.
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-FlUBLICATIMS BY ITS ON SAX ELLImE ICATION
.

4.1 AlphabeticalLfiting-by":71uit'hor
. 1

,01.
,o- . . , ..

. ,
_

,.
.s . . '7.6_ ' '.

.,- ',. ,_,. -7-, .

L. Adams, J.E'..., ..T.R.Llrurohek, W.A. Kissick, and .1,-.-;P:-Muiray {I976Y,
'ElectroMagnetic.compatibility of the Department of DefeAse
Ground Mobile Forcesransportablee earth terminals'x4th f--

terrestrial-systems within the 7.2-8.4 GF.Z.spectrum, OT
Report 76-990

The purpose of report to examine the 'small- trans-
'portable earih terminal Used byrthe-Depar*ent of Detense
Ground Mobile-Forces. T11.1)-asi.c aspect of this analysis
is topstudy the 'electrarrelheticompatibility of the ismall
earth terminal,(SET) with thercestila microwiVe-systems
-that .stiare the 7.25 "to 8-.40 GHz _band. `This is done by pro-
ducing Restricted Area Naps (RAMs).for four specific areas
"of'interest designated by the. U.S. Army for training. Oper-
ation of gn SET within the restricted regions on the RAMS will
result in interfrencp -to the terrestrial sygtems. In addition
to `the compatibility analysis; theapplicability of the'
national and

are
radio.regulations as they currently E

apply, or are interpreted to apply, to the SET are reviewed.
Lastly, the impact of the SET on the utilization of the 4eo-

, stationary or ]5it is-examined.

Akima,-H. (1976) , Modulation studies.for direct satellite
communication of.voice signals., OT. R'eport 76-108.

:A study has been Made on modulation. aspects of a
direct communication. of a voice signal- f,iom a satellite
to individual homes for. purposes of natural-disaster war-
ning. A reasonable voice quality 'required at the final
destination.has been determined, acid reauired radio-7
frequency :signal Power, at the receiver input has been
estimated. Based on this result `and the available '-
UHF signal pOwtr measurement re smolt, 'the system margin
in the bower budget has been_discussed for certain sys-
tem parameter values. The system margin depeilds on
several-factors:and the_results-of this-study should be
usefU/-for.such adlscussidn.

.Potential use;of 'an existing home radio and= teleVision
'reCeiver as a part of the system under consid'er'ation
has been eiscuthed. One result of this study%indicates
that the possibility'of such a use is very remote.

s
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4,3. Akima, R. (1976)i Signal-to-noise ratiOs_in-a-PCM/PSK system;
- $

OT Report 76=91. '
)).

''' e , .
. -'

Output signal-tO-noise ratios (SNR's)",in: a pulse-Code-modulation
phas67shift -ke5i.ng (PCM/PS.K)'.istem are calculated. Two-phase,
fourph&se, an eight-phase PPK systems are considered. . The.
calculated SNR at the demodulator Output, is expressed as a

-`,function of the intrinsic, SNR. (e.4.-, the ratio of signal power
to noise power contained in the-base-band bandwidth) at the
dethodulator input and parametric in the number of qi.lantizing
levels-in PCM. 'The performance of the PCM/PSK system is
com'ared with thoe of other typical systems-such as single-
sideband (SSE) and frequency-Modulatipn (FM) -systems.

ima, H. (1975), A binary-noncoherentfrequency-shif t-
keying,(1) multiple-message one.L'shA,radio
transmission system that uses-a sync preamble,
IEEE_Trans. Comm. COM-23, No. 5,'501.509, May.

A binary noncoherent-freauency-shift -keying (=31K)
multiple-message one-shot radio transmission system
is discussed where the receiver has no prior knowledge
of the possible starting time of transmission. In
this system each transmitted signal has a common
preamble for signal acquisitibri and self-synchroniza-
tion purposes. SysteM design procedures are described'
for%allowable frequency of occurrence of false alarm
and probabilities of a miss and a message -error
specified for the system. In addition, the probability
of premature respofse (i.e., the probability 'that the
receiver makes an affirmatilie decision on acquisition
of tlie.sighal.when the sync preamble is -only partially.
received) is taken,into account. It is.shown that
the selection of sync preamble clsdes from randomly .

generated/binary sequences can be a highly attractive
approach. A. simple, but `very meaningful,-criterion is
suggested for -aid in such ,a selection. The system,
described here ,can be used'as,a radio warning system
and also as?,a selective call or selective interrogation
system.

5. Akima, (1964), Error rate in a mpltiple-freaUency-
shift systemeand the output signal/noise\ratio ih a
frequency-modulation and a pulse-code modklation/
freqtency=shift System. Proc. IEE (London) Ill,.
pp. 547-555.

Based on the assumption of a fading-free signal and an
additive white GaUsSian noise, the element and symbol
error rates in a multiple - frequency -shift (m.f.s.)

40
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?taysten and the output-"] ratio in a frequency-
Odulation-(f.m.) and tLpulse 7code -=modulation/fre9,uency- _

shift (p.c.m,f.s.) saistem.are.eValuated,,for wide :.a.Ages ti

of system parameters. ,aTt is shown that the required
intrinsic signal/npiseratio for a given symbol/error
rate in an m.fisl system can be,reduced by increasing the
nuifiEr of frequencies. in the keying. The possibility:-6T
improving the threshold of an f.m. SystemLbeyond that of r

a conventional sore, by frequency-modiiiating the carrier
with.sampled'values and-demodulating the modulated wave_
with a band-7divi&Ing demodulator), As shown A4$brief
discussion on-the threshold effect's.in the frequency-
lock andase-lock_f.m. demodulators suggestS that the
threshold of these--feedback demodulators-c4nnot be N

improved beyond-that,of a band-dividing one. It is,
Shown that the, threshold in a p.c.m.f.s. system. can be
reduced by increasing the base irr the coding The,
comparison of a p.c.m.f%s. system with a' band-divi-dirig
f.m. system'shows the inferiority of the'former to thb
latter, insofar as the minimum -power criterion 0 system
comparison is concerned.

6. Akima, H.A. (1963), The error rates in multiple FSK
- systems and the.signal-to-noise characteristics of
FM and PCM-FS systems, NES Tech Note 167, March.

The element and symbol error rates in multiple FSK' e

'(frequency- shift keying) systems and the outputs SN
(signal-to-noise.atio) in FM (frequency-modulation)__
and PCM-FS,(pulse-code-modulation-frequency-shift)
systems are evaluated `"for wide ranges of system
parameters, assuming t_hat the incoming signal and
noise in the demodulafOr are a fading-free signal and
an additive white'Gaussi.an noise, respectively. it,
is shown that the required intrinsic SNR for an assigned
value of symbol, error rate in multiple -FSK systems _

can be reduced''by increasing the number of frequencies
in the keying. The possibility of improving the
threshold of. FM systems beyond 'that of conventional
ones by modulating the carrier with sampled values
and demodulatinc'the modulated wave with a band-

,dividing demodulator is shown. The value of the
intrinsic SNP, at the threshold 'increases with the
.value_ of modulation indexTin band-dividing FM systems,
and with the number of quantizing levels in PCM-FS
systems when the. base in the coding or the number of
digits for each s'ample is kept constant.- The
maximum output SNR.in PCM-Fs systems depehds only on
the number of quantizing levels'and not on ths......basej
whereas the threshold decreases, -.as the base increases.
From the comparison of the threshold in band-dividing
=FM systems with that in PCM-FS syStems ipis shown

9
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the latter cannot-be lower than the former but can
only appro1ch the former wheh the base-approaches the .

number_ouantizip4 levels. Brief discussions on the
theshold effects in frequency7lock and-phase-lock FM
demoduIitors sugle t that .the threshold of these feed-k
back'FM demodulato cannot be improved beyond that of
a band-dividing one.

AkimA,, H. (1963), Theoretical Studies oft signal-.to-noise-
. characteristics of an FM system, IEEE Trans. Space
'Electronics and Telemetry SET-9, 101-108.

;T e essential signal-tornoise characteriStics of_an
f,FM system are studied theoretically, assuming that,

the transmitted wave is frequency-modulated by a
discontinuous signal, Which_ is madejw sampling-from
the originalinfortrialaon signal_at every sampling
point equally spaced by a Nyquist dinterval and by.i
boxcarring the sampled value over.the following
interVal. Studies are made with a simple model of-an
FM demodulator of a new type,which may be called the
band-dividing FM demodulator. As a result of these
-studies a limit to the degree of improvement in theI

threshold of an FM system is obtained. .Thekesult-'
obtained here. again suggests that it-is possible to
improve the threshold of the system beyond that of'''
a so-called conventional FM demOdulator. It is also
shown that the value of the intrinsic signal-to-noise
ratio (the ratio of the incoming signal poWer to the
incoming noise poWer in the baseband bandwidth) at
-the threshold is not constant but increases with the
value of the modulation index. Brief discussions on
the threshold effects in the so-called phase-lock and
frequency-lock FM demodulators are alsorgiVen.

8. Akima, F.C., and M.,Nesenbergs(1973), Performance of
coherent communicatiori.system with constant amplitude
interference, OF 'TM 73-123. (Limited avaika.bility.)

(/
The output signal-to-noise ratio is derived and numeri-
cally evaluated for phatOe-shift-ke*nI (PSK) modems
in presence of noiseapd continuous wave (CT)
interference. The corresponding error probability
performance is expressed in a form suitable for future
computation. .The CW carrier is angle modulated with
band-limited Gaussian noise. The results are applicable
to 'satellite, aero mobile, instrument landing system,
and other -interferences that'affect'the proposed

- Collision Avoidance SyStem (CAS) operation in the 1600
MHz band.

10 o'



Ax, G.G., and R.. D. Jennings (1972),
of radar altimeters with proposed
,nautical satellite systems; OT TM

Electromagnetic compatibility
)garitime satellite and aero-
101 (limited availabilitac-

.14

Prior to the-1971 ITU World Administra-L_ve Radio Conference
_for S2ace Telecommunications. (WARC-ST), the' Aeronautical
ka4o-navigation band at L-bandketended from 1557.5-1637.5

Operatirig nominallly within this band are7several models
of radar altimeters, tunable as well as fixed,puned,.which
have only conditional (temporary),allocationscr*There are, of.

%course, other,existing/planned systems which do/will,operate
within theband, i.e.the Collision Avoidance Systems (CAS).'
and the Defense Navigation Satellite System (DNSS).
By action of the 1971,WARC-ST the Aeronautical Radio-nairigation
band *as narrowed,slightly to 1558,571636.5 MHz, and alloca-
tions were provided on either side of this baiid to accommodate
the Aeronautical Mobile (R)-and Raritime Mobile-Satellite corn- -.
munication, surveillance,-and navigation requirements (see
Figure 2.1 for graphical depiction) for which-sygtems are now
being planned,and developed.

. Bean, and G.D. . Thayer (1969), Reply to a letter by Robert
H. Paul, IEEE Trans. Aerospace & Electron. Sys., March..,-

Apparent discrepancies.between two,methods of estimating the'
direction angle 'error of radio "interferometers" are analyzed.
The analysis shows 'that both yield correct results, but they
have mutually exclusive domains of applicability. Paul's,re-
suit is correct under conditions of short baselines and target
positions where flat-earth geometry is permissible; the authos
previou result is correct for conditions of curved-earth geo-
metry and deep -space tracking where, the incoming radio wave-
front is nearly planar. A more general result is given here,
which is valid. under either set of conditions.

,

10a. Bean, B:R., and E.J. Dutton (1966), 'Radio Meteorology,' NBS Mono-
graph 92,

,--Thi volume-brings together in book form tfte work done in. radio
meteorolOgy.averthe past decade.at thb -National Bureau of Stan-
dards-Central Radio Propagation Laboratory, and adds results
obtained-in other laboratories bothin the United States and
abroad..,, Specifically, the book de 'als with the refraction of
radio ,waves and the refractive index structure of the lower
atmosphereon both synoptic and climatic scales.

,The,teXt contains ,chapters on the radio refractive index of air,

Pmeasuring'the radio refractive index, troposph r%c refraction,
N climatology, synoptic radio Meteorology, and applications of
tropo'spheric refraction and-refractiv index models. Additional

11
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chapters col'iei. transhAizon radio-metvrdiogical parameters and
the- attengation of radio Waves.'5Y atmiaphdric gases;' clouds,,

.

. rain, hail Nand fog: .The. final _Chapter consists of '50_pa-geS of
2adio-meteorological charts, graphs, tables, and sample 'computa
'ions, invaluable aids- for all radio and communications engine-
ers, electrical engineering students-.and teachers, and other
users of-the book. -, ,

11. Bean, B..R., R.L. Abbott, and E,R. Westwater (196), Design of
experiments for remote microwave probing of the atmosphere,
NBS Report 768,2. k-.-

..The purpose of this report.is to summarize progress to date
. onstudies of the feasibiliy of remotely probing the atmos-'
phere at microwave freqUencies to determine atmospheric Ares-
sure and temperature structure. This will involve first sum-
marizing the work .to' date- on-atmospheric abSbrption of radio
vaTieS and the thermalnoise properties of

o'

he atmosphere.-

promising', experimental proce'dures to be folio d in actuaactually

Analysis oaf computed:values f-phermal nois has indicated -

determining atmospheric temperaure and humidity structure.

12.-Bean B.R., R.L. Abbott, and t.R- Westwater (1962), Analysis
of 'thermalmoise temperature as a remote probe of atmospheric
structure- -Phase II, NBS Report 7293:

This report is an analysis of thermal emissions in the Micro-.
. wave region by atmospheric gaseous components,' It contains
an analysis of how this thermal noise energy may be used as
a probe for atmospheric structure. It contains a discussion
of the absorption ofmicrowaves by(:)and'H2O'vapor and
reliability7of.hes, values insofar gs they affect thermal

,,noise as a probe .b.f atmospheric structure. Practical methods
of calculating the basic integrals are discussed. In an ap-
pendix the ray'tracing techniques7used in.the calculations
are given. As examples of the thermal noisetemperatures to
be expected, numerous profiles representin4,Widely.divergent
types are calculated and graphs prepared showing the results.
A discussion'of these results. is given- along with the recom-7
mendations for future work.

13. 'Ban,, B. (ed.) (1960), CCIR ComMission IonOspherkc radio prop--
agation, ,Reviewof U.S.A. activity in-the fieldb of interest'

. of URSI Commission during,the trennium 1957-1959: 4 t.

Satellite beadon studies-.'3. Research NBS,-Vb1. 64D Nov.
Dec.. 1960, Tr. 630,

Section #4 (Sateillite 'beacon studies) of, this repor=E
summarizes the literature in.the field. Thebries and ap-
plications of Faraday:rotation, signal weakening., signal.
enhancements, and Unusual effects in-the propagation
of satellite) signals are. Mentioned in a brief, annotated.
bibliography. <,.
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Bergman, R:1Z.;;R-. 1,41ce,-iand-M. J. Miles (1973), Adzzances,
in coitputer itiodel-gX.edicti4b fbr ATS,F radio frequency. *!
inter%erenqg exReriMent apt t GHi, OT Tech Memo 73-15g 1

-
-T.

- (limited availability)p ,
,.

.,-.
r -

,

,
,

,, -

kainements and simplification of the ITS mathematical
computer prediction model described by-Bergman et,a.:1.
(1972), resulted;.in%bettei-cruality and 1.9y.pr'cost pre-
dict,i.ons for signal noise ievelsand spectral power
flux densities expected from terrestrial 6 GEz mii-o-

,

wave communication networks at = synchronous orbit .

Input data for the computer program are derived from
various government frequency management sources. New,
predictions dre presented for NASA Advanced Technology/
Satellite, Series F (ATS-F) , for all assigned frequen-
cies between 5925 and 6425 MHz. These predictiOns
appear on Hollerith data cards for computer use.-
Results are ba.ed on assigned terrestrial transmitter,
16cations, power levels, antenna patterns, azimuths
and assumed signal polarizations.

.

Signal noise level predictions were made witr h'a satellite
antenna having a maximum t-Ain of 49 dB and a half-
power beamwidth of about 1'.

Work is presented showing thelverification of assumptions
relative to the accuracy of the idealized pencil' beam
antenna model described by-Rice et 'a. (1970), when
applied to the subject computer prediction process._

APbetter understanding of the problems influencing -

predictionsvas derived from. studies involving 6 GHz
Carrier bandwidth and expected location of these carrier-

, centers when campared.to. their frequency assignments.

15.-Bergman,- R. R., P.5L. Rice, and M. JOliles (1972), Math-
ematical computer Model and predictions for ATS-F
radio interference experiment at 6 GHz, OT Tech. Memo.
107 (limited availability).

A mathematicalmodel for calculating radio frequency"
l'interference (REI) levels at synchronous orbit from
common carrier, microwave systems in the 5925-to-6425
MHz conartan carrier band is described. The input-data,

.for the resulting computer program are derived from'
various government frequency management sources. -The
expected-spectral power flux density lev91sat
chronous orbit position for the NASA Ac fancd Technology

13
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- Satellite, Series F 1%-TS-F) are .presented for separfte '--
-2C-MHz- band segments and anlev-aluation.of predicted ;!4.

RFI intensity'versts system'ensitrvii.-Y is shown.
Results are based on assigned terrestri31 transmitter
_locations, power levels, average antenna patterns,
assigned and random- azimuths and assumed signal polar- /rg:

gi

MaximUm and minimum Signal ihtensities Eesulting-fram
aligning all.terrestrial'antennas (at 0, elevation
angle) with 'the great circle-path and positioned toward
and away from the satellite were calculated. -for repre-.
se ative cases. 'F'edictions for signals expected from
sta i8ns near the optical are orbital positions
of _0 to. 0 west longitude; -Signdl intensity pre-
dict-ions were made with a satellite antenna having a
maximum g4n of 49 dB an ck having, a half power bemwidth
of about 1'. A 'number of calibration frequencies for
satellite systems calibration were selected,-based on

. band occupancy.

4'

16 . Brown, F. W. (1958), Relative suitability of various frequency
bands for outer space communications, unpublished letter
to' Lt. Colonel. Earl J, Holliman, Signal Corps'Chief,
U.S. Army Radio Frequency Engineering Office. (Unavailable.)

In general, it may be started that the most suitable'
frequencies for communication between the earth and
outer space within the direct optical line of sight
of%the earth terminal, would 'be those which_ liein
the range above. the frequencies trapped by the iono-
sphere (greater than apprOximately 80 Mc) and those-
which are not greatly attenuated by absorption due to
the constituents of the atmosphere (e.g., oxygen and
water vapor attenuation bands).

17 . Chadwick, R.P., and D.S. Irwin (197.3)Teollnical and economic
trade-offs for the geostationary ori:It4communication8
resource, OT Report 73-8.

The effects-of certain trade-offs in utilizing the
geostationary orbit communications-resource are discussed-
This resource, sometimes called the electrOspace, has
three impb tant dimensions, tiMe, frequency and spatial

14
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angle. The communication ,.capability or utility obtained
froma,unit.voliume.of the resource as, of fundamental

ports. since.it thebasic effidiency with which
he rego.urce is:di:utilized.? This quantity -is termed the
ilitv,Jdensity and has units-.of bits per Wirtz per seCo,

peg degree. Assuriang a white Gaussian channel, an uppex.
aimitTon they utility dertgity can be-obtained. The special

. case where the mutual interferencd is large is. studied, and
numerical reSuits for'the.general c'se'are presented -as
plots ofE utility density vS. antennadiameter or ground
station cost.- These results are tHen used to obtain an.

5-economichialue which can be attache to portions of the
resourceir Thersummary gives e co Lse.list of specific
results.

18., Cottony, H. V. (1972)2, Scaled :model measurements on rf
sensor 51.tennas for outer planet grand: tour "(TORS) .-

project, $T Tech Memo 86 (limited'availability)

Launchings of four. Thermoelectric.Outer Planet-Space-
craft (TOPS) for outer space 'exploration are projected
by the National-Aeronautics and Space Administfation for
1976, 1977 and 1979.' Among the planned experiments is
that for the detection and measurement of rf radiation
by planets to be visited (Jupiter, SatUrn, Uranus,
NeptUne, and Pluto). Scaled-model measurements were
carried out on two-types of sensor antennas suggested.,'
for this experiment.

Two 1/10, full-scale models of spacecraft were con-.
strUcted. Model No. 1-was equipped with a pair of
crossed dipoles consisting of four monopole elemery
each one meter long. Model No. 2 used the four quad-
rants of the 42.7-cm reflector as the sensing antennas.
The nominal frequency band for the full -scale space-
craft antennas is 0.1.-tO 3'0 MHz. The impedances and
the-radiation patterns on scaled-model'antennas were
measured over the 30 to 300 MHz band corresponding to
3 to 30 MHz full-scale.

The sensor antennas on model were found to have
a degree of electrical imbalance and some lobing at'the
higher end of the frequency band.° The input impedance
of the quadrant antennas of model No. waswas found to have

;a high voltage-standing(-wave ratio. The use-of mo-del-
No . 1 with only one half of each.-of the crossed' dipoles
was also tried as a possible alternatiye.

15
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19. Crombie, D. (ed.) (1976), Lowering Bar-ilers to -yelecommuni-
tions 4rowth, OT Special Publication 76-9. -

This rep rt Tntains the.findings.and recommewiations of
the Scke ce and Technology Telecommunications Task.
Force the T. S. Department of Commei-ce. The Task,
Force was formed to, explore how barriers to the applica-
tion of telecommunication technology be lowered
so that new aomestic products, and services would be-
conl more widely and more rapidly available.

(N.B. One chapter and one appendix of the report are
devoted-entirely to direct satellite communications.)

2 : Crow, E. L. (1974), Cbnfidence limit's for digital error rates,
OT Report 74 -51.

Confidence limits for error rates (probabilities ofan?_
erPor) of digital'communication systems are derived and
implemented under the assumptions that the error rate is
constant and the 'trials are independent. Four types
of samples are considered: prescribed sample size
(binomial sampling),'' prescribed number of errors (inverse
binomial sampling,)., both sample size and number of errors
bounded (truncated binomial sampling), and truncated
binomial sampling with sample size also bounded below.
Both exact confidence limits and good approximations
for them in the communications situation of very small
error rates are presented. _Point as wellas inte±va4
estimates are,presented. The plannin of the experiment-

.is discussed.

\
21. -Dutton, E. J., H..11. Dougherty, and R. F. Martin, Jr. (1974Y,

Prediction of Europeanitainfall and link performance
coefficients at 8 to 30 GHz, U. S. Army Communications
Command Technical Report No. ACC- ACO -16 -74

The Rice-Holmberg prediction model for surface rain rate
distributions is' extended to the whole of Europe, inclu-
ding the)European USSR. A data base from 249 European
stations is .used to determine the Input parameters for
the rainfall prediction model, and rain rate predictions
are presented for t-minute-periods of an average year
in each of. the 10 European zones.'

The geographical variations in rainfall within the
EurOpean zones are illustrated by Contours of 1-min rain

16
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A rates mapped' on Europe for-1, 0.1, and 07,0'1% of an aver -
age yea. '..Pi'modification of the prediCtion model is

4-cdescrilfed to permit determination of he temporal,
year-to7yearvariatioh of rainfall in Europe. Estimates
Jof this variat6i.on of rain rate for 1, 0.1, and 0.01%
.of any year are ggr

n
from estimates of annual_precip-

5itatio and its 1 a-term standard deviation.

The mean terrestrial-link performance coefficients, rain-
- fall attenuation- rate and rainfall reflectivity, are pre-
-4 dicted for the frequency range of 8 to 30 GHz for :each

-of the European rainfall zones.

22. Dutton, E. J., and H. T.Dougherty (1973), Modeling the
effects of-clouds and r-a*n upon satellite-to-grolmnd
system perfbrmance, CT 'Report 73-5.

A state-of-the-art engineering model is described for
estimating the expected performance qegradation of
satellite-to-ground microwave systems beCause of atmo-
spheric gases, clouds, and rain. The model incor-
porates an allowance for a verticai.':stsuctgre of
atmospheric gases, clouds, and rain-as well as local
and regional rainfall statistics. The estimates are
in terms of attenuation and scintillation, as well
as the volume reflectivity whiCh contributes to co-
channel interference. A composite prediction is given
for 15 GHz, as repreSentative of microwave signals, for
1.0, 0.1, and 0.01-percent of an average year. This
prediction is a function-of location and the angle--
of-arrival at around stations on the central east
coast of the-U.S.

o

.23. Dutton, E. J. (1971), A meteorological model for use in the
stUdy of rainfall effects -on- atmospheric radio telecom-
munications, .07 .7ePort

The commonly used relations between radio scattering
(or -attenuation) and rainfall are statistical relations
determined from rainfall rate at the ground versus -a
scatter or attenuation factor observed at some average
height, Usually unknown, above the ground. Thus thee.,
relations should -more properly contain a height depen--
ncy byidetermining the rain drOpsize distribution,
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first at the surface, making use of surface rainfall
rates, and then aloft by considering the meteorological
influences changing this dropsize'distribution with
height. This produces "a model of drokksize distributiOn
at the height of .interest. 'It should be emphasied that
the modelling is primarily oriented toward solution of
the telecommunication problems of tter and attenuation
rather than toward solution of a problem in cloud and
precipitation physics-

The first part of this' repdrt is .devoted to finding drop-
size distribution-parameters at-the earth's surface. The
second and third-parts are devoted to'methodscof ascer-
taining the dropsize distribution in the.cloud itself
using an approach for analysis of data (radiosonde)
taken during a known rainstorm and then using an approach
that involves only surface data

74. Einaudi, F., and R. R. Wait (1971), Analysis of the exci-
tation of the earth-ionosp ere waveguide by a satellite-
borne antenna. II. Can.- J . df Phys 49, No. 11,
pp. 1452-1460.

The analytical expressions for the fields - at .the earth
surface due to a satellite-borne horizontal dipole are
derived for an idealized model in which the Earth's
magnetic field is vertical,and the medium is-divided
into plane, parallel slabs. Although nonlinear phenom-
ena in the neighborhood of the antenna are not analyzed,
the problem is circumvented by defining an.equivalent
infinitesimal dipole wh-ose external fields are the
same as those of the actual antenna. Finally, a nu-
merical example is given in which the fields of such a
horizontal dipole..are compared with those of a vertical
dipole dperating in the same conditions.

25. FitzGerrell, R.G., and Faidle (1976), Two ways to
slot sidelobe patEerns, NICrowaves, July 1976, pp. 59-60.

Two methods for analyzing antenna sidelobe power-gain
data are campared: One is best -for mix: studies, while'
the second is well suites for determining frequency
sharing criteria,. The oldest method of presenting -

and calculating sidelobe power-gain characteristics, the
probability plot, is most useful for EMC studies for
whichantanna_pointing is arbitrary. The second method,
obtained by plotting power gain against the angle measured,_.
from the antenna's electrical boresig1t, is most use7u1
for determining coordination procedures and criteria for
.freauency sharing among terrestrial and satellite communi-'
cation stations.

18
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'26- Gallawa,.R. L.- (1976), Current development in.fiber
waveguide components (unpublished s'tudy)...

The-purpose of the study, is- to investigate e pos-
The purpose of the study is to investigate he pos-

. sible use of fiber waveguides to replace radio and
conventional cable communication techniques in the
innerconnect facility (Ir17) between the- technical
control facility and the satellite earth terminal
in. the Defense Satellite Communication Systems (DSCSi.
A key question, a'adressed in the report, is whether .

comPonents.are ready` for deployment in a fieldable
system.

The study considers ;t.he components, required to meet
various operational telecommunications- needs for
the Army. Particular emphasis is on a fiber:link,
which could be.incOrlocrated in. the DSCS/ICF. The
study includes discussions of availability, relia-
bility, cost, and an analysis of components, available
off the shelf.' It includes consideration of develop-
mental work and research being Conducted'by various
military agencies., Components are examined with re-

. gard to adaptability, maintenance, logistics-and
design parareters required to proVide reliable
communications between the satellite earth:terminal
and the technical control facility.

27. Gierhart, G. D., and M. E. Johnson (1973), Computer pro-
grams for air/ground propagation and interference an-
alysis (0"1 to 20 GHz), FAA Report # FAA-RD-73-103.

This report describes three computer programs_ for use
in predicting the service Coverage associated with air/
ground radio systems operating in the frequel band
from 0.1' to-20 GHz. Pawer density, station se ara-

k tion and service volume programs are used &o obtaix
computer-generated microfilm plots. These are: (1)
power density available at a particular altitude
versus distance from a ground-based transmitting
facility; 2) the desired-to-undesired signal.ratio,
D/U, available at an isotropic receiving antenna versus
the distance separating desired and undesired facili-

. ties; -and (3) constant D/U contours in the altitude
versus distance.space between the desired and undesired
facilities. A detailed discussion of the propagation
model involved and prograM listings are included.in the
.appendidies.
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Gierhart, G. D., and M. E. Johnson:(1972), UHF-Transmission -

.'loss estimates for. GOES,OT.Tech. Memo.. 109 (limitee avai1i)

This report escribes.a coinpater method for prediCting
transmission loss-over nominal lime-of-sight earth/
satellite telecommunication links, and pravides predic-
tiOns for the GOES satellfte system. The method is ap-
plicable to radio freq33.encies: from about 0:1 to 6 GI-.z

and includes allowances for (a) average tropospheric
ray bending, (b) horizon effects, (c) antenna gains,
(d) long-term power fading, (e) surface reflection mul-
tipath,, (f) tropospheric multipath, and (g) ionospheric
scintillations. Comparisons of predictions with ex-
perimental data are included.

L./

.
,

29.-Gierhart, G. D., R. V. Hubbard, and D.
space planning and engineering .for
ment, roT Report, FAA-RD-70771.'

V. Glen. (1970) , Electra-
the air traffic enViron-

, '-'5 -'i
.. I

,-. , . . -.

Service limitations imposed upon VFFAIEF/SHF radio communi-',
cation links by cochannel and adjacent-channel.Interferen-ce.'s
is the primary Subject, but limeitationsimposed by ihter-

. modulation and noise are also dis-cUssed'. Methods for
predicting available desired-to-undesired s.ignal ratios.
:(protection ratio)and determinihg the required :protection',
,ratio are'summarited. Appendices on frequencY sharihg with
air .traffic control satellite, modUtat4on characteriStics,, --
and system performance measurements 'are ihciuded. The ..

. primary purpose of thii'report is to illustrate the appal-
cation to interference predictions for air traffic control
.systems of (a) the available desired-to-undesiled ratios
as predicted, (b) the transmission 'loss atlas, (c) the
required protection ratios derived from measurements
and (d) 'the analysis of modulation chacteristics.

e, ,ii,

hp. Gierhart, Gary D. (1967), Frequency sharing with air traffi
control,satellites, IER Tech. Memo. 26 (limited.aVailab'lity)..,1

. - .

'Technical informatiOn relevant to the solution c4frequency
sharing problems in the VVP band that are associated with the
use bf VHF for he airci:Aft/satellite /ink of a synchronou
satellite air, traffic control system is included .in -Ehis

report. Specifically, estimates -are given bf, (1) :the* -

desired-to-undesired-RF signal ratios-availabie at the
satellite when interference from a multitude of conventional
air traffic control facilities-is considered, and (2) the
extent to-which the service range of convent±onal air
traffic control facilities may be reduced because of inter-
ference caused by transmissions from a satellite.

20
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31 Glen, D. V., F. Akira, and V. C... Bolton (1976), Fvaluation
of .the GOES-data-buoy interrogation link, CT Report
76 -106'.

.N

'Assessment and.testing of the GeOstationary Operational
Environmental Satellite Data Collebtion latform Inter-
rogation link using the SynchrOnots Meteorological Sat-
ellite (SMS-2) haS been completed.

Bit error' rate. tests and radio set interrogatidns were
_awe from the Command and Data Acquisition Station,
Wallops Island, Virginia, to Boulder, Colorado, via the
SMS-2 to measure performance. It was determind; that
-(1) the received signal level was too low for reliable
operation of the Data Collection Buoy Radio Set using a
low-gain omnidirectional data buoy antenna and (2) the
interroaation channel is subject to severe interference
fromnon-government land mobile transmitters which have
primary frequency ariboation at 16P.425 MFz.

Improved performance was demonstrated.through the use of
a higher-gain antenna and the'insertion of a low7noise
'amplifier in separate tests. The latter is recommended
as an immediate sOlution.to provide improved performance.
Use-of'a 12.5 kFz /offset to the interrogation frequendv
is recormended.to minimize land, mobile interference.

D.V., P.0 Bolton, J.C..Blair, and P.M.. McManamon (1976)1.
Circtit status for.multiplesatellite-hop user reaction tests,
CT Special PUblication27.6-8.

The Office of TelecOrmunications/Institute for Telecommunica-
tion Sciences (CT/ITS), under an agreement.with the Federal

. Conrnnications Commisien, served as the Technical Management
Organization (TMO). for Multiple-Satellite-Fop User ReactiOn
Tests. These user reaction tests involvte-Voice telephone
communications that were relayed one, two, or three times through
the VYestar satellite. The types of cOhnebtions for the voice
transmission involved Co anon Control Swi hing Arrangements,
Foreign Fxchatge, and Tandem Tie Lines se Aces. Circuits for
testing :ere primarily provided by Americanatellite Corporation,
American Telephone and Telegraph, and the Wes 'rn .Union Telegraph
Company.

Subjective and objtive measurements of circuit auality were
made. The objes..t.ve measurements, for which OT /ITS waS the
TMO, were' confirmed as being within the criteria established
for thd tests.

ti
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33. Glen, r.V, and M.J. Miles (1976), Spin modulation statistics cf
the GOES data collection system, OT Report 76 -R1.-

This report presents the results of statistical analyses of
the interrogation and data reply 'carrier signals transmitted
throUgh a Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite
(GW) between a Data Collection Platform Radio Set (DCPRS) and
the COiriMand and Data Acquisition (CSA) station'. Both were
located at Wallops island, Virginia. Normaliiation hap been
attempted for the carriers that contain. spacecraft
modulation.

Statistical parameters included are the"mean and standard
deviation of the sigfials, the computer plots of a) data during
one revolution of the spacecraft, b) mean values from 1000
revolutions of the spacecraft,. c) the differences between the
sample and the mean values, and d) the mean values for 1000
differences. These paraMetors have been deteimined for the
output of the Data Collection. Platform Interrdgate (DCPI) phase,
detector', the output of the Data Collection Platform Reply (DCPR)
phase detector, and-the DCPR amplitude ripple. Using-this_
approach to normalize the effect of spacecraft spin modulation
to study ionospherfc scintillation is not re9ommended.

34. Glen, -D. V., and P. M. Mc namon (197A), GOES data collec-
tion system measurements, OT Report 7A-49.

4

This report presents results of measurements for the inter-
rogation and data reply communications between Data
Collection Platform Radio Sets (DCPRS) al-Id the CoMmand and
-Data Acquisition (CDA) station demodulators using recorded
and simulated signals with and without + 70 degree Manchester
enC.c...)fed Phase-ShiSt-Key-ing modulation transmitted through. a
Geostationary Orbiting Environmental Satellite (GOES)
"transponder prior to launch. Bit'Brror Rate (BER) measure-
ments ae Used to compaie performance for one.or three
DCPRS4nd,give estimates of degradation due to space-

';4&. craft spin modulation and simultaneous operation of other
satellite communication subsystems. - Post-launch-measure-
ments were -made and are compared to the pre-launch Measure-
ments.

J'J%.

35. Gray, E. M. .(1974), Anik, IEEE Comm. Soc. 12, No. 1, 3

"Anik," an EAkimo. word meaning "brother", is the name
,given to the world's first domestic communications
satellite in synchronous orbit. The article describes
the-Telesat Canada satellite communications system in-
cluding the baseline network of earth stations.

5."
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36: HaakinsonE.Z., and D.E. Skinner (1977), Power and beam pointing
restrictions for'geos*tionary orbit avoidance: program
ORBITCHECK user's manual- (in Preparation}

Internationally established power and antenna beam pointing
restrictions have been'plaCed on fixed and mobile terrestrial
systems which share common frequency bands with geostationary
satellites. The restrictions were designed to limit the level,
of in-band and/or adjacent-channel interference' power from
the terrestrial system to the space systems.

A computer program has been developed to automatically check
the compliance of fixed te5restrial stations with the stated
reqUiretts. Specifically, the program. checks frequency
applications and assignmeilts against the regulation stated
in Section 8.2.34 of the Office of Telecommunications Policy's -
Manual of Regulations ;and Procedures for Frequency" Management,
and Article 7 Section VII of the International Telecommunication
Union's Radio Regulations. Itis written in UNIVAC FORTRAN V
language for 'Uae. in an interactive (time-sharing) mode on the
UNIVAC 1108 computer:

This manual 'explains the execution
of input values, the .alteration of
interpretation of output rAults.
program also-are provideA.

I

of the program, the choice,
input values, and the '-

Sample executions of the

37- Haakinson, E.J., D.E. Skinner(K.P. Spies, and G.J. Bridgewater
(1977), Automated computing and plotting of geostationary
satellite earth.footprints: program FOOTPRINTS user's
manual (in-preparation).

Earth footprints are contours of constant antenna gain
from .11tennas aboard geostationary satellites. :Footprint
plots are used by design engineers as an aid in maximizing
satellite antenna coverage over a particular portion of the
earth's surface while minimizing the effects of interference,
to other telecommunication 'systems. Similarly,_the plots
aid international regulatory bodies in coordinating deploy-
ment of satellite systems ,so as to minimize interference.

We have written a computer_ program that automatically _con-
putes and plots footprints: This program is'flexibly deSigned.
to .accommodate a broad range of user-supplied input details,
from minimal information to-highly detailed antenna pattern
data. It 1.5.written in UNIVAC FORTRAN 'V language for use
in an interactive (time-sharing) mode on the UNIVAC 1108
computer.

This manual explains the execution of th-prograra, the
choice: of input values, the: alteration of .input valUest and
the interpretation of output' res4ts. Sample executions of
the program are also provided.
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38. Haidle, T.., L.-, and R. G., ritzGerrell
power -gain pattern .measurements at
published.)--

,.

(1977) , Hemispherical
7.5- GHz (to be

A technique is des9ribed for measuring the complete
hemispherical power-gain radiation pattern of a 2.44-7
diameter paraboloidal reflector antenna mounted atop a
mobile small eath terminal operating at 7.5 GHz. Antenna
power-gain data 'were measured versus azimuth and elevation.
angles with the earth terminal centered on a heavy-duty
turntable flush with test range ground. Test site illu-
mination was achieved with airborpe-transmitting antennas.
Conventional and statistical power7gain patterns are'
presented for left-hand circular-polarization and-cross .

polarization. Results indicate that similar systems cannot-
rely upon orthogonal polarization to provide isolation qr
compatibility beyond the angular region of the main lobe.

39. Halton, J. H., and A. D. Spaulding (1960), Error rates-
in differentially coherent phase systems in non-.
Gaussian noise, IEEE Trans. Commun. Tech., Vol. COM-
14, pp. 594 -601.

IA theoretical analysis of the differentially coherent
phase-shift- keying systems acting under a wide range
of noise and signal conditions is given. In addition,
to the- elemental.error rate, it is desirable to know
the error rates for. Sequences of errors, since there is
intersymbol dependency in this system. To determine the
probability of a sequence of r errors requires, at
most, integrations over volumes up to 2r +.2 dimensions,
which are performed-by Monte'Carlo techniques. The
analysis and .computational schemes are such that any
noise and signal stat4tics,-as well as the use of non-
linear deviCes (noise suppression equipment) , can be
taken into account in calculating the error rates (for
a 1s-phase system). as long as ihe resulting joint distri-
butions of the instantaneous SNR at the phase detector
can be determined in some form. A sequence of r errors.
-requires knowledge of the (r+l)st-order distribution:
Since nothing is known of the joint densitites of atmos-
pheric or other non:-Gaussian interference, and since
many systems have slow enoughthit rates- for the-noise to
be independent from one integration period to the next,
examples are given for the independent case for. GauSsian
noise and charaCteristic samples ofatmospheric noise.
Results for both constant andslow,-flat, Rayleigh fading
.signal for the two and four phase systeMs are given, and
comparisons of experimental results with the theoretical
error rates are made. Also, for comparison, expressions`'
are derieved and results given for the error rates-corres-
ponding to the above for the.coherent PSK systems.
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40. Hargreaves, J. Kt- (1966),
from a ground station,

The coverage of satellite passes
Planet. Space.Sci. 1.4, 617-622.

For,studies of the "upper atmosphere which require the
simul'taneous detection Of phenomena on a satellite .

and from' the ground, it is necessary to ensure good
Coverage of the satellite orbit from the ground station.
With this in mind; the present note computes the number
of satellite revolutions whose pi.ojection passes within
a specified distanceof a ground station. The results
are presented in graphical 'form and provide a ready
indication of the observational statistics which may
be exi5ected froth any propos&I Comparison of Satellite
and ground-bas.ed data.

41. Harr, T. A., Jr., and. W. M. Roberts (197A), Calculations of
iriterference potential between geostationary-satellite
networks: program WARC 71.A29 user's Manual, OT mech.
Memo. 74-161 (lithited availability).

This user's manual contains a program description of what
the "WARC,71.A29". does, a sample calculation, explanations,
and instructions for the use of the ,program. Guidance is
provided as to the, various sources of information needed
to operate' the program and as--6o the applicability and

. limitations of the various classes of data. procedureS
applicable in the early analysis and coordintion of new
foreign and domestic space systems are outlillied, and flow
diagrams are furnished as guidance to potential .users of
-the<program.

42: Harr,--T: A., Jr., K. E. Bechard, and J.'J. gteRhenscin (1973),
-Space/terrestrial radio service coordination areas:

' Program WARC 71.A28 user's manual, OT Tech. Memo. 73-
139 (limited. availability).

This manual describes'a computer program ("WARC 71.428'T
that implements the procedure (outlined in Appendix 28.
of the World Administrative Radio Conference for Space
Telecommunication, Geneva 1971) for determining the co-
ordination area around.an Earth Station in frequency
bands between 1 and 40 "Grz shared by. Space and Terres-
trial Radio Communication Services. This program-is
written_-for use o_ n the OEP/UNIVAC-1108 computer in
=VAC. FORTRAN'V language, but can easily be converted
for use on any computer. The-manual explains how to.
access the computer program, how to run the computer
program, how to change the input values for subsequent
runs of the computer programand -how to interpret the
results.
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43. Hartman, W. J. (1971) , Study and forecast of the electro-
magnetic spectrum technology, part 3. OT Tech.Memo.
25.- NTIS-Access. No:- COM-71-00658.

44.

Some factors which could or should affect freqUency
allocations and assignments in the future are con-
sidered. These includa propagation predictions, modu-
lation,\coding and infOtmation processing. In addition
a forecaSt of the use of _cables as repldaementi for
Broadcast TV and microwave.relay is presented-

.

Hartman, W. J., and G. A. Hufford (1966), On the general
problem of frequency sharing, Telecommun. J. 33, No.
287-293.

It is shown that, in a very general sense, one can de-
fine a best or optimal choice of radiated powers for
Systems sharing frequencies. For this definition .:the
condition of optimality determines the relative radia-
ted powers uniquely and these can be calcunted in a
straightforward manner. One-interesting result of thq.
Study is that undec optimum conditions, all of the
systems under. consideration will be equally well off in
that they will suffer from equally, hopefully slight
interference.

(N.B., This article was published in English -and was
translated into French and Spanish.,

45. -Hartman, W. J. (1966), Feasibility of communication with a
Patellite by of tropoqpheric,soatter, IEEE Trans.
Commun. Technol% COM-14,

Theoretical methods are developed for predicting the- trans-
mission loss over a tropospherSxscatter path from a point
on the earth to a satellite. The results indicate that
present* available equipment allows reliable communication
to only very slightly beycind the radio horizon. Some of
the difficulties encountered in designing experiments
to, tedlt the theoretical predictions are investigated.

1
46. Hartman, V. J., 'and M. T. Decker (1963), Mutual interference..

between _surface and satellite communication: systems, -

NES Tech Note 126,

Estimates of the'mutual interference expected to occur
between the ground-terMinals of space,communications
systdms and surface point-to-point systems are presented
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in' a faskon suitable for engineering`Ipplications.
These estimates are obtained from recently developed
methods for predicting the transmission loss over tropo-

--spheric paths-in-terms-of-parameters such as geographic
separation, elevation angle of the antenna, antenna
patterns, and frequency.' It is concludedthat these
systems can share the same frequency .assignment under
suitable conditions.

4 7 . Hartman, W. J.', ^ and M. T. Decker (196 Experiments for
feasibility study of tropospheric utter propagation
between the earth and satellites, NES Report 7625,,NTIS Access.
AD 414 - -:'0 or AD-414 771.

d.

The proposed_experiments described in this report are
designed to obtain information concerning the feasibil
ity of tropospheric scatter transmission between anD earth
terminal and a satellite. These experiments are suggested
in lieu of experiments utilizing orbiting vehicles primarily
because of the problem of obt ining adequate poWer aboard
satellites.

48 . Hartman, W.' J., and S. G. Lutz ( 962), Antenna beam elevation
angle for control of troposp ric interference between
space/earth and terrestrial stations, paper presented
at the WESC014 Conference (unpublished).

By controlling the path antenna gain' along, tropospheric
interference paths, excessive separation distances can be
avoided between space/earth stations ("terminals") and
surrounding microwave relay or other. surface radio services
:using` thesame frequencies. Surface,commumicat on_antennas ,
are directed at the horizon, whereas beams dir ted at
satellites are usually elevated. Early'satelli e col. i-
cation systems require a minimum, beam_elevation f to 10

o

to obtain satisfactory performance. It was assume. in
early studies of frequency sharing that this minimum be
elevation would be sufficient to suppress tropospherically
propagated interference via the main beam and thus justify
an isotropic approximation. This paper compares tropo-

N, .

spherlc scatter transmission loss' via. the -elevated main beam
of.a'60-ft terminarlantenna to,that for an isotroPic
terminal antenna.' For l'0-ft, 15-ft,-and Z.Sptropic'surface
anten8as, calculations are given for beam plevation'angles,
to 15 , path lengths to 350 miles and for trequencies
between ,1Gc/s and 10Gc/s. It is shown that when the
remote antenna is isotropic, the-terminal beam elevation
angle which suppresses the beam gain is essentially inde
pendent of frequency, but that it increases with distance,
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- T-,
from .about 4o at 50 miles to nearly 9o at 250 miles, based
on median losses. When the remote antenna has a 10-ft
aperture-directed at the terminal, the-beam elevation--
angle versus distance relationship Becomes increasingly
frequency-sensitive at greater distances, thus requiring
greater angles at the higher. frequencies.

Even through satellite communication systems of the future
may have much stronger signals and therefore may not be
constrained.by earth-temperature and atmospheric.noise,
tropospheric interference may limit their.minimum beam
elevation and prevent ,tracking satellites to the horizon.

49 Hartman, W. J. (1962), Feasibility of communication with
satellites:by means of tropospheric scatter, YES Report
7243, NTIS Access: No. AD 405-801.

'Thebretical methods are developed.for Predicting the
transmission loss over a trbpsopheric scatter path from ,a"
point on the e4.rth to a satellite. The'results indicate
that presently available equipment allows reliable communi-
cation to only very slightly beyond the radio horizon.
Some of the difficulties encountered in-designing experl-
ments to test the thepretical predictions are investigated.

50. Hartman, W. J., and M. T. Decker (1961), Mutual interference
between surface and satellite communication systems,
J. Research (D.. Radio Propagation), National Bureau of
Standards_ 65D[ 433-436.

Estimates of the mutual interference expected to occur
between the ground terminals of space communications
systems-and surface point-to-point systems are presen-_.
ted in a fashion suitable,for engineering.applications.
These estimates are obtained from recently developed
methods for predicting -the transmission.loss over tropo-
spheric paths in terms of parameters such as geographic
separation,.elevation angle of the antenna, antenna
patterns and frequency. It is concluded that these
systemp can share the same frequency assignment under
suitable conditions.

.51..Hatfield, D. (1971), A general analysis of domestic satellite
orbit/spectrum utn,ization. NTIS Access. No. PB 207 397.

This report evaluates the geostationary orbit/spectrum
utilization of the U.S. domestic communication satellite
system applications. It provides information for

'.considering the scarcity of the orbit/spectrum resource
and DOMSAT policy'reconmendations.
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52 Hayden, E. C. (1971), Planning for -E
tem development in Alaska, 17o1.1

..*.`,. 4. lk,M-, 1

M16

. (appendices )I, OT AR 1 4 . )
.j... ..'.-

S7. 1 A '
, 7

An examination was made of alternate conceps for
message-carrying networks which :'could provide. -the re-
quired or desired services, at MinimunOprice. -One.im-
portant conclusion drawnwas that ,there are e-unique
technical advantages which satellite signal "relay ,
offers for the solution of Alaska's. particular problem,
and which are probably within economic "teach in'the very

- near future.
-.. . k 1

Six areas for future work are identified which merit0 e ..

priority attention. They, are: _

.,_ A

I) A hearing on utility rate base and tariff structure.
2) The preparation'of appropriate rules and regulations

for the administration of theregulatory function..
3) The Institutionalizing of the public telecommuni-

cations planning and 'advocacy functibns.
4) Theassemb/y and analysis of ah integrated statement

of the demand or requirement for communications
within Alaska and between Alaska and oUtside points.

5) The innovative generation of alternate concepts which
.might be-the basi§ for Alaska's long-lines network,

, especially concepts for the use of satellite tech-
nology.

6) The provision of consulting and advisory
' 'services during the period of stress produced by the

impact of the ACS transfer process on. Alaska's nascent
publig institutions: - -*

-

2

.

53; Haydon, , and R. K: Rosich (1973), TedhniOal coneiderations
in the, ef fiCierAkalPe ,of the -.sPe.qtrum :tart Terres trial-
surface .power`. fiux 6ensity limits for services using sat-
ellites, OT Report 73-19.

The role of power flux density limitations at the earth's
surface in ,the efficient use of the spect-tum is examined.

,The effective initiation of some, newly-emerging services
such as disaster warning, educational :n7, and direct
broadcasting, and the expansion of established services
such as point-to-point communication and environmental
sensing appear to be dependent upon the relaxation of
power flux density limitations at the earth's surfdce for
"these services' Whenever feasible.- Computer routines have
been/ldeveloped to examine the probable impact of various
levels of power flux density at the earth's. surface upon
terrestrial systems as -a function of percentage of terrestrial
sysems affebted.
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The use of these routines is illustrated by an examination of
terrestrial- systems between 6 GHz and 10. GHz in the state

4,
Tabulations and graphs show the percentage of terrestrial
systems expected to be, seriously affected by satellite
signals as a function of satellite 1ocation and-permissible
powef flux density. level. Relationships between maximum
tolerable power flux density and satellite elevation angle
and the significance of terrestrial receiving antenna
point -to the satellite are iallustrated. It is concluded
that power flux density limits appear too stringent,
particularly fox, satellite signals arriving at vertical
angles above 25'.

54. Haydon, W. (1971), Analysis of VHF and:-UHF aviation sat-
ellite systims, OT Tech. Memo. 58 (limited availability).

"Posible UHF (154.0 -1600 MHz), and-VHF (118-136 MHz)
aviation synchronous satellite systems have be,,m analyzed
stressing the effects of propagation and other natural
phenomena upon the,capability of these systems to

- achieve their operational objectives. .

ftAs conclUded that even under the quasi-ideal conditions
of, undistorted free space propagation and negligible external
noise contributions to the receiving system, neither the VHF
nor UHF system considered will fully. attain the voice Intel-
ligibilitY desired. Both systems, however, under these quasi-
ideal.conditions would, achieve the desired data handling capa--
bility with a small but possibly insig4ificant margin in favor-
of the UHF system.

6

The significant:difference between the UHF and .VHF system
appears to lie' in the role of the natural phenomena which may
markedly degrade the VHF system by both signal level varia-
tions due to its-passage through the ionosphere ..and by possible
increages\in the effect of the noise.

55. Haydon, G._ W. (1962), Technical considerations in the
-selectidn'of frequencies-for communication with, via
and between space vehicles, NBS Report 7250.

,Technical considerations in the selection df frequencies
for communication via satellites as prepared as an appen-
dix for "Preliminary Views of the United States of.America,"
May 17, 1961, and "Final Preliminary-Views of the United
States Of America," as submitted by the Federal Communica-
tions Commission, September 7, 1961; are revised in accor-
dance with the Interim Meeting Of CCIR IV, Space Systems,
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Washington, D.C., 1962); and expanded to include a con--
sideration of passive systems, communication between space
vehicles, and between space and earth terminals when eacb
use an omnidirectional antenna.

56. Haydon, G. W. (1960), Optimum frequencies for Outer space
communication, J. Res. (D. Radio Propagation), 64D,
No. 2., 105-109.

Frequency depehdence of radio propagation and other
technical factors which influence outer space communi-
cations are examined to provide a basis for. the selec
tion of frequen4ies for communication between earth and a
space vehicle o for' communication between space vehicles.

57. Haydon, G. W. (19519), Optimum frequencies for outer space
communication, Journal of Research,. Section D,
64D, No. 2, 105-109 (Also published in FCC Hearj4ngs).-

'Frequency dependence of radio propagation and other
technical factors which influence outer space communications
are examined to' provide a basis for the selection of
frequencies for communication between earth and a space
vehicle or for communication between space vehicles.

N.B. ,The basic material in, this paper was unanimously
adopted by the International Radio Consultative Committee A

at the IX Plenary Asseiblyin:Los.Angeles, April 1959,
and was issued as CCIR Report No. 115,Tactors affecting
the selection of frequencies for telecommunication with
and between space vehicles.- In addition,thiS material
has been published in full twice within the text of the
same FCC hearings.

-58. Haydon, .G.. W. (1958), Optimum frequencies for outer space
communication, Space/Aeronautics Research and Develop-,
ment Handbook, 1960-1961,, pp. D18-D22. (Published
by Office of Chief Signal Officer. N.B. This article
is, a-condenstion of the "above article of the same title
and author published in the NBS Journal of Research,
Section D, 64D, No..2, 105-109, Mar-April 1960.)-

Frequency dependence of radio propagation and other
technical factOrs which influence outer.spaCe communi- .

cations are examined to provide a basis for the selection
of frequencies for communication between earth and.a
space vehicle or for communication be.eween space
vehicles.
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59. Hefiey, G., R. F. Linfield, and R.H. Doherty (1960), Timing and
space navigation with an existing grclund-based system,'
for: Avionics Panel Meeting of the Advisory Group for
Aeronautical Research and Development '(AGARD), 3-8,
-October 1960, TISS Report 6721.

New synchronization techniques have been developed
with accuracies which make feasible the use of an
inverse hyperbolic system for.determining*the position of
space vehicles.

z

The National Bureau of Standards had. developed a Loran-C
clock which provides timing and - synchronizing accuracies
of one microsecond or better and stabilities of 0.1 micro-
seconds or better anywhere within a Loran-C navigation chain.
Synchronization of other-chains could provide base line
lengths equal to-an earth's diameter.

Having established a common time base, short pulse trans-
missions frOR space vehicles are measured relative to
this base. Differences\an 'the time of arrival of these
pulses at various ground stations. permit space fixes at
great ran es.

The time synchronization scheme is discussed along with
fix accuracies obtainable as a function Of synchronization
accuracy and-systet geometry.

60. -Herbstreit, J. W. (1962), Space telecommunications and the
Central Radio Propagation Laboratory, NBS Report 7268."

The Central Radio Propagation Laboratory of the NatVinal
Bureau of Standards has been active in the field of study
and research-on the piopagation and frequency problems of
space comthuncations. This report summarizes work in that
field and erphasizes the urgent need to obtain basic
propagation infbrmation as a prerequisite to intelligent
°negotiation of frequency,allocations for space telecom-
munications systems and as a basis for optimizing the
equipment and techniques to be incorporated in such systems.

61. Herbstreit, J. (1961), Frequency allocations, for space
communications, a:report of the Joint.Technical Ad-
visory Committee, Pz4bc.. IRE 49, 1009-1015.

The-report examines the technical aspeCts of spaceT
communications with special' attention.to the use' of
satellites for:commercial runking:purposes. The prob-
lems of frequency allocati n and frequency utilization'
are examined. The report. c ntains. a compilation .of
recommendationsand donclu ions- concerning the alio-

.

cation of the radio- frequency speCtrum.for space com-
munications.
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62. Herbstreit, J. W.
and satellite co
Allocations fdr S

961), Mutual interference between surface
unication sys'tems, Ch. 5 of Frequency
ce Communications', a report of the

Joint Technical Advisory Committee of IRE-EIA. (Chapter
-V-Was-written by the National-Bureau of StandardS,
Central Radio Propagation Laboratory, and Mr. Herbstreit
was a member, of the Ad.Hoc Subcommittee 60'.2, of the
JTAC of the IRE and ?the EIA.)

`This report examines the technical spedts of space
communication with special attention to the use of
satellites' for commercial trunking purposes. The
problems of frequency allocation and of the influence
of system design on frequency allocation and frequency
utilization are examined.

*any of tpe problems of mutual 'interference between
'proposed satellite communication systems and surface
communication systems can to investigated in terms'of
available theories.' The primary purpose of this chapter
(is to predict the conditions under which a service will
;be interference-free for a given percent of the time,
The prediction methods that are developed are intended
to have a wide range of applicability.' Examples which
illustrAe the use Of the method for specific
are included.

63. Herbstreit, 0..Je., and M. C. Thompson, Jr. '(1958),
Continuous phase difference measurements of earth
satelliteS(letter), Proc. IRE 46, No; 8,-1535.-

.

VlY

The Radi9 Propagation Engineering Division of the
National Bureau of Standards, Boulder Laboratories,
conducted a series of observations_ of both
satellites using a continuoUslphase-difference

-, measuring technique developed earlier for study-
- ing atmospheric turbulence in the troposphere,
The records contain.information on two types of
mechanisms. One is the effect of gross geometrical
changes and the second is' -the relativ.ely irregular
effect of-ionospheric-turbulence.

64. Hill, D.t A. (1974), -A survey of eart4rto-satellite propagation
factprs between 2.5 and 275 GHz, OT, Report 74-43.

Propagation factors for,-earth -to- satellite paths are
reviewed for _frequencies between -2.5 and 275 GHz., Although

- molecular absorption by)water vapor and 6xygen limits
-the use of this frequency range near 22.2,. 60, 118..2'
and '183.3 GHz, the subject is sufficiently well under-
stood for systems considerations. It is concluded that,
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).`
rain attenuation is the most serious limiting factor and
that considerable progress has been made in understanding
the theory of rain attenuation and in collecting data
an surface rainfall rates_ However,_lack of-data on rain
rate and drop size distribution as a function of height
prohibits the determip.tion,off statistics.,on earth7tor,
satellite attenuation required by the systems engineer.
The only direct satellitemeasurements of rain attenuation
have been provided by the Applications Technology Sat-
ellite.(ATS-5) at 15.3 and 31.65 GHz. Other forms of
precipitation are available between 110 and 313 GHz.

65. Hubbard, R. W. (1974), Measurement and prediction of bistatic
radio-scattering due to precipitation, Special Issue of
Journal de Recherches Atmospheriques.

This paper_decribes an experiment conducted to measure
the temporal statistics of radio energy scattered by
roecipitation in the 4 and 8 GHz bands. These data are
'mpared with measurements of surfade rain rates to test
the applicability of surface statistics in predicting
interference between satellite and terrestrial microwave
systems that share these frequency bandS. The prediction
method is shown to provide good engineering results for
common-volume scattering up to elevations of 10,000
feet (3 km) .

66. Hubbard, R. W., J.- A. Htll, P. L. Rice, and P. I. Wells
(1973), An experimental study of the temporal statistics
of radi6 signals scattered by rain, OT Report 73-15.

A fixed-beam bistatic 5Wexperiment designed to measure
temporal statistic of.f the volume' reflectivity, pro-

duced by-hydrometeFrs severalselected altitudes,
scatterigPangles, andkat two frequencies (3.6 and
7.8 GHz) is described,.. 5trface rain gauge data, local
meteorological data, surveillance S-loand. radar,' and
great-cicle path propagation measurements*were also-
made,to,deScribe the general .weather and propagation
conditions and to distinguish precipitation scatter
signals'from those caused by ducting and other non -
hydrometeor scatter mechanisms. The operating charac
teristics of the varioussystem components used in the
experiment are presented. The data analysis, procedures
were designed to provide an' assessment of a- one-,-year
sample of data with a time resolution of one minute. .

The results to date cover the time interval of September'
15,.1970' to January 31, 1971. The cumulative distri-
butions of-the bistatic signals for all of the rainy
minutes during this period are presented for the several
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path geometries: These cumulative distributions of
amplitude-time.duraticjns Of hkdrometeor scatter sig-,
nals,are compared wit meas*0:"cumulative distributions
of surface rain -rate measurements obtained for"the
same: time periods. The surface rain-rate statiStics are
cOmpared With.long-term-excessive precipitation data

A available for the. southeastern,United States.

67. Hubbard, R. W., J. A.-Hull, G. D. Thayer, and P. L. Rice (1971),
. An experimental ttudy,of_the temporal statistics of radio

signals scattered by rain,-0T/ITSTM 37 (limited availability).

A fixed-beami-.bistatic cw experiment designed to Measure
the-temporal-statistics ofthe volume reflectivity pro-
:dteed-by hydrometeors at several selected-altitudes; scat-
tering angles and at two freguencieS",(3-.6 and 7.8 GHz)
is_ described. Surface rain gauge. data, local. meteorological
data, surveillance S -band radar and great-circle path prop-.
agation measurements are also made to -describe the. general
Weather-and'propagation-Condit ions and to distinguish-pre-7
cipitation scatter signals from those-caused by ducting and
other.non-hydrometeor scatter mechanisms. The results to
date cover thetime'intervaliSeptember 15, 1970, to January
:311.1971. The cumulative distribution of rainy minutes
for which:the'path loss signal exceeds a given value above-
system sensitivity is presented for the several path
geometries.. These cumulative distributions of amplitude-time
'durations. of hydrometeor'scatter:signals are compared with
measured cumulative distribution of surface-rainrate
measurements-obtained for. the same.time period. The surface
rain rate Statistics are compared with long-term excessive'
precipitation-data available for the,southeastern United States.

68. Hubbard, R. W., G. D. Thayer, and J. A. Payne (1970), An experi-
ment for the. study of earth station-terrestrial .station
interferencePart MrStatistical data summary for the
RIPP fixed beam experiment at-).Langley, Virginia, U. S.
Dept. of Commercer palITSTM 14,(limited avgilability).

_The.data- processing and analysis procedures for the RIPP
fixed beam experiment have.been implemehted, tested and
applied to the asilmilation of data for the period 15

'September to 7 December '1970. This incSudes; 1. A/D'
conversion. of the analog field measurement tapes to digital
processing tapes. _2. he preparation 'of digital, data
arch/yes:tapes from.thecomputer distribution analysis.
3. Compilation of clock-minute signal distribution data
in a-computer program/ 4. Computer program to assimilate
clock-4.minute median'data, and to, compute - distri-
bution functions. 5. .Plotting,routine to present the.
distribution functions on microfilm. 6. Program to compute
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the cumulative distribution function for measured rain rates.
The primary value of this report is to indicate what.the
long-term trends in these data are, and to illustrate the
manner in which the data are to be assimilated in the overall

, conduct of this experiment.

9. Hubbard, R. W.,_and Glen (1968), Required protection-
ratios for frequEncy.sharing in a VHF air' traffic control
communications system with a satellite terminal, ESSA
TM .ERL 140 ,(limited availability).

_

This report presents the results of laboratory tests con -.
_ducted to make preliminary determination.of the required
protection ratios for satisfactory sharing service in a
VHF ATC communications system. The data given may be used
to predict a. quantitative measure of performance, for any
voice communication systam in the VHF band and including .a .-

satellite terminal.

The principal results of the work are databfrom performance
tests on typical ATC equipment to determine required
.desired-to-undesired.signal-ratios (D/U) for"various
grades of service. Percent intelligibility is plotted
.against D/U. The ATC controller is very ski/led in reading-
typical ATC messages,un4er severe interference conditions.
There is a sharp threshold in intelligibility followed by-'
rapid degradation in perormance fdor both AM and FM systems:"

70.(Hufford, G. A. (1972), A user's guide-to path loss computations
OT Tech. Memo. 104 (limited "availability).;.

The user's
;Parameters
.:'20 MHz and

guidedefines, describes, and explains inpUt
and output/ values of the path loss between
20 MHz; /:

I C. , Hull, J. A., P. L. Rice, R. W. 'Hubbard._ and G., D. Thayer (1970),
An *experiment for the study of earth station-terrestrial

_ station interference, Part I - Interference model for rain
scatter and fixed-beam experiment, OT/ITS TM 14 (limited avail.)

Raingauge data measured &t the sub-common volume points
when converted to an-equivalent radar reflectivity and plotted
in terms of a cumulative distribution correlates well with
the similar cumulative distributions for the bistatic
reflectivity for .the 5 K, 1.0 K, and 20 K ft altitudes for.

which data are available. The accumulation of long-term
statistical data requires that strong attention be
directed toward achieving maximum reliability of operation



in order that short -tem events (p =10 be recorded
.duringthe 7typicaI" year' of measurement. The,extrapo-
lation of the measurements made at the present site to
other'locations will dep-.= on models being developed to
relate the time-and spac4tatistics of radar reflea-.
tivlty, Z.,

The present fixed-beam, configuration of the.experiment is
neededeeded measurements of interference

phenomena which must be assessed in .-terms of cumulative_:-
distributions for the given fixed configurations as a
function of season and for a total seasonal variation of
a "typical" year. It is necessary that this accumulation
of to proceed without interruption to provide the inputs
r quired for the use Of interference probability models
required-for domestic and international sharing criteria.

72. aanes, H. B. (1969), AtmOspheric errors in electromagnetic
distance measurements: ESSA Hawaii experiments 1966-7,*
AGAR° Conf. .Proc . No. 33, Phase and Frequency Insta-
bilitiee in Electromagnetic Wave Propagation, Ankama,
Turkey, Oct.. , p. $28 .

For several years, the National. Bureau of Standards and
its successor in this area the-Environmental Science
Services "Administration have been studying' the errors
contributed by the lower troposphere to microwave
measurements of distance and,angular position. .Primary
emphasis has been placed on measurements involving
ground-torair propagation paths such as those used in
microwave tracking systems. The experimental tech-
nique has, in generall-consisted of placing equipment
simUlating the rocket or satellite transponder on a
mountain top and recording continuously the apparent
variations in.position as observed by a simulated track-
ing system located at a lower altit

A series of experiments was,undertaken in 1966 and
1967 using overwater propagatioh paths in Hawaii to
establish the relevance of the overland data to existing
systems, most of which are at coastal locations. The
purpose of this chapter is-to describe these experi-
ments briefly and to show some preliminary*results of
the analysis.



73. Janes, H. B., M.C. Thompsone Jr., W. B. Grant, A. W. Kirkpatrick,
and D. Smith (1969), Experimental evaluation of several'
refractivity correctors for-microwave slant-range data,
ERL TM-ITS'174 (limited availability)-

An evaluation of three re ctivity variables in terms, of
theirivalteAn correcting crowave slant-range data for
atmospheric effects is described. Experiments were con-
ducted in Hawaii in 1967 on a fixed, 65 km overwater
propagation -path. The data ;output from 14-day runs con-
sisted of continuous recordings of microwave range varia-
tions, surface refractivity from meteorological data
taken at the lower path terminal, and average path
refractivity-computed both from radiosonde data and from
airborne 'refractometer data.. Correlation coefficients
between range and each of the several refractivity var-
iables ranged from 0.5 to 0.8, with the radiosonde and air-
borne kefractometer data-showing slightly higher correlations
than did the surface refractivity. The correlation analysiS
is

-

s discussed in terms bf the implied value of the several
refractivity variables.as slant-range correctors.,

4. Janes, H. B., 141. t. Thompson, .D.'2.Smith, and A. 1W. Kirkpatrick
(1968), Comparison of-simultaneous line-of-sight signals
at 9..e ancL34.5.Gliz, E_RLTM-ITS 152. /IEEE Trans.. Ant.
'and Prop!, AP-18, No.' 4.

Signals at 9:fi'and 34.52 .Gaz propagated simultaneously over
a slant, line-ofsight, overwater path are analyzed. The
phase data at the, two radio. frequencies exhibited nearly
identical power spectra from 0.01 to 5: tz and very high
coherence from 0.01:to 0.1 Hz., The coherence dropped
rapidly above 0.1 Hz and was in most cases less than 0.4
above 0.5 Hz.

416

The poWer spectra of fading-were similar in shape at the
two frequencies, but the fading spectral density fron 0.1
to 5 Hz was consistently higher at 34.54GHz than at 9:6
GHz. .Theshape of the coherence function for fading was
similar to that of tile corresponding phase coherence -function,
but the fading coherence was lower at the glow spectral
frequencies. The possible effect of the small spatial

'A"--separation of the propagation paths on the coherence analysis
is disCussed-
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75. Janes, H. B. and Thompson, Jr:. (1966),,Observed.
phase-frontdist-ortion in simulated earth-to-space
microwave transmissions,NBS,Tech. Noter339.

Ah experimental study has bedh'made of the time and
space statisticsof the phase-front distortion of
microwave signals sent from a ground terminal' to an'
'elevated terminal. These phase-front characteristics
are important in systems involving phase measurements.
between a grouhd station and a moving airborne or
space terminal. To isolate atmospheric errors from
random motionof the upper terminal, the latter was'.
simulated by a series of'mountaiii-top anXenna arrays.
Phase- front 'distortion. was analyzed in -Eerms of time
variationsin radio range on a single path and in first
and second range differences, from pairs of paths. The
cross- correlations of (1) -range variations on adjacent
paths, and (2) range difference variations on both
adjoining and separated sairs of paths are-investigated,
including the strong dependence of correlationOri the
Portion of the power.spectrum inclUded in the data.
,The?effect of the mountain-top terrain On-the_spatial
homogeneity of the phase-front. was examined and found
.,,to be insignificant. A diurnal Pattern in the variance
of 15-minute .range difference samples was observed,
with minimum variance in the early morning. hours.
This pattern was not observed-in the.range variances,
nor_were the-range and range difference variances
significantly correlated with refractive index, air
temperature, pressure or wind speed data at the lower
terminal.

76. Janes H. B., and. M. C.-Thompson,-Jr. (1965), Observed
phase-front distortion in simulated earth-to-space
microwave transmissions, NES Report 9140. (Limited
availability.)

An experimental study has been made of-the time and spaCe
statistics of the phase-front distortion Of microwave
nals sent from a ground terminal-to an elevated'terminal.
-These phase-front charactdristics are important in sys-
tems involving phase measurements between a ground station
..and.apoving. airborne or space terminal. To isolate
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atmospheric .errors from random motion of the upper ter-
minal, the latter was simulated by'a series of mountain7-
top antenna-arrays. Phase-front distortion was analyzed
in 'terms of time variations in radio `=range one a 'single
path, and in first and. second range differences from pairs4
of paths. Thecross-correlations of (1) range variations
on adjacent paths, and (2 range difference variations
on both.adjoining-and separated pairs of paths are
investigated, including the-strong dependence of cor-
relation on the portion of the power spectrum included
in the data. The effect of the mountain-top terrain
on the spatial homogeneity of the phase-front was examined
and foUnd to be insignificant. A diurnal pattern in the
variance of 15-minute rangy difference samples was observed
with minimum variance in the early morning hours. This
pattern was not observed in the range variances, nor were
the range and_iange difference variances significantly-
correlated with refractive index, air: temperature, pressure
or wind speed data at the lower terminal.

77. Janes, H. B. and M. C. Thompson, Jr. (1964), Preliminary
report on experimental studies of atmospheric errors in
microwave tracking .systems, NBS Report 8237.

AL series of experiments is described which were ,designed
to study certain errors' contributed by the atmosphere
in range and range.difference (angular position) measure-
ments made with baseline-type microwave missile tracking
systems. Res is of a preliminary analysis of data ob-
tained during the summer of 1963 are presented along with
a brief discussion of plans for futther analysis of these
and subsequent measurements;

A

78 Jennings, ,R: D., L. E.,Vbgler, and J. J. Stephenson (1976),
Statistical frequency-distance curves, initial model,
OT. Report-76-84.

This report describes an initial computer program that
produces statistical frequency-distance curves. The com-
puter program has been developed as a tool for use by
the frequency managers' community- of OTP/IRAC.



The statistical frequency-distance curves estimate the
minimum" distance separation that is -required betweena victim receiver ancl'an interfererer as a function of the
frequency offset between them. The curves are.parametric
in the probability or. percent of time that interference is
Permissible. The .uses statistical variations in
antenna gain and propagation loss to compute the probabilityInterference. Appendices of the report describe the
.propagation loss and antenna gain todels and the method
used to combine them to produce the statistical frequency-distance curves. Operating instructions and several
sample applications also are included as appendices.

79. Jennings, R. D. (1972) 1 Electromagnetic compatibility of
collision-,avoidance systems with proposed maritime
satellite- and aeronautical satellite systems, . Office
of Telecommunications Tech. Memo. 110 (limited availability).

Conclusions:
1. Spectrum splatter from a time-frequency CAS can
cause interference to the MARSAT system's shipboard
receivers and to the AEROSAT system's aircraft receivers
on other aircraft at spatial separations less-than
about 117 runi. About 100 dB isolation is required
between systems on the' same aircraft.
2. ,Spectrum splatter from a transponder technique CAS
(SECANT) will not cause harmful interference to theMARSAT system's aircraft receivers. on the same and/orother aircraft.
3. Neither CAS will cause haimful interference to the
satellite receivers the to spectrum. splatter or -spur-
ious emission.
4. CAS spurious emissions which are reduced to a level,
80 dB less than the fundamental emission can pause in-
terference to the MARSAT 'system's shipboard receivers
when separated from a time-frequency CAS by less then
12.5 nmi or from a transponder technique CAS by. less
than '1.6 =1.
5 Spectrum splatter from a satellie transmitter of
either system. Will not cause harmful intei.fererce to thecollision-aVoidance system's receivers.
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80. Johler, J. R. (1973), The impact of thb. choice of frequency-and
modulation. n radio navigation. system, Conference
sponsored ,by'Institute of Navigation with partidipation
of Office of Telecommunications Policy, Executive Office
of the President, Washington, D.C.., November 13-15.

The choice of frequency for radio navigation is a subject
of considerable depth and is inextricably intertwined with
requirements for range, accuracy, reliability, cost and
impact on competitive services using radiowaves. The basic
information for passing judgment on these items comprises
the limitations imposed by nature on the system. These
limitations are the laws of physics governing the propagation
of radio waves.

We note in particular that great ranges and hence large
*coverage areas can be obtained at opposite ends of the
'spectrum in the OMEGA and SATELLITE systems. We'find .

that great. accuracy is accomplished with the ground wave
propagation mechanism in the form of LORAN-C and LORAN-D.
We observe that the choice of modulation is critical if
high accuracy of position. is an objective or requirement.,

ige_conclude that the most important single subject bearing
upon the_choice"of frequency concerns the propagation of
the radio, waves that the*navigation systems..

81. Juroshek, J. R. (1976), PerforMance .of digital modems with
cochannel interference and'gaussian noise, OT Report 76-8

Ah approximate method for estimating the performance of
digital systems operating with cochannel interference and
Gaussian additive noise is described in this report.
The method uses Monte-Carlo techniques and an approxima-
tIon, based on the geometrical characterization of signals,
to estimate the error rate of a variety of digital
systems as a function of signal-to-noise ratio and signal-
to-interference ratio. Curves are,presented that show
excellent agreement between the estimates and theo-
retical predictions at symbol and bit: error rates as as low
as 10 . Computer programs are included that estimate
error rate.for.multiphase-coherent phase-shift keyed
(CPSK), noncoheient frequency-shift keyed (NCFSK),
differentially coherent phase-shift-keyed (DCPSi), and
coherent amplitude-phase-shift keyed (CAPK) systems.
The programs. can handle single as well as multiple co-
channel interference, and examples are given that show
error rate in both environments. .



82. juroshek, J. R. P. IC McManamon, M. Nesenbergs, and D. A.
Hill (1974), StudY of satellite 'frequency requirements
for the U.S. postal 'service electrOnic mail system,
Volume III, Technology studies, OT Report 74-27.

Optimum frequenCy allocations are recommended. for electronic
mail distribution by digital data transmission from a geo-
stationary satellite to 125 locations in the continental
United States, Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico. Frequency
allocations for the fixed-satellite service from 4 Gaz
to 50 GEz have been.reviewed`for 700 Mbps transmission.
rate. This rate was estimated to be sufficient to enable"
the distribution of an average of 82 million mail pieces
per daY. Point-to-point digital. data transmission require-
ments have been investigated and system performance
requirements outlined. The influence of these require-
ments as, well as network design on the selection of an
optimum frequency allocation is demonstrated.

.)

This volume Includes Feviews of satellite frequency allo-
cations, restrictions, and requirements. The performance
of a number of-candidate network designs, the state of the
art of existing and proposed satellite telecommunication
systems,'Imaltiple-access techniques, power tubes, modems
and antenna systems are described. Propagatioh effects,
including.rain attenuation, Are summarized and are included
in determination of requirements for satellite EIRP and
ground station antenna diameter.

'
83. Juroshek, a. R. (1970) , A brief analysis of FSK, MSK, CSK

and pseudo-random signalling techniques, OT Tech.
Memo. :17 (limited availability).

A brief survey of the, available literature 'was made
to determine the performance of four phase-continuous,
digital signalling techniques. The first three tech-

MSK, and CSK) are described using a geo-
thetricdt approach to the classificetioh of signals,
while the fourth technique (pseudo-randoni-modulation)
is analyzed in terms of the correlation coefficient
between the two'binary signals.

84. Rissick, 14.
contours
due to a
proposed

ti

A., and D. N.-Rebol (1927), "Orbit prints"--
of power density at the geostationary orbit
terrestrial emitter: A program description,
OT Report /in preparation).

The theory is developed to calculate the power. density.
at (or near),the geostationary orbit due to radiation
from..a terreptrial emitter. This development assumes



8

free-space propagation and the geometry includes an 'ar-
bitrary direction for the emitter antanna aim. The
computer program does the above calcUlations for an array
of points on a region defined on the inside surface of
the sphere that contains the geostationa.ry orbit. -This
array of power density values( when contoured at constant
levels, is the primary output of the program. Several
antenna patterns are included as sUbroutines for the"
terrestrial emitter. The program was_ designed to run
on the CDC 6600 computer facility at -the Department of
Commerce, Boulder (Colorado) 'Laboratories.

OLiebe, H. J. (1975), Studies of oxygen and water. vapor
-microwave Spectra under simulated. atmospheric
conditions, OT Report 75-065.

Atmospheric. radio wave propagation in the 40 to
140 GEz band is influenced by microwave spectra of
oxygen (02 -MS) and waterY-vapor. The report treats the
Complementary roles of controlled laboratory experi-7
ments and compute analysis for providiing detailed
molecular transfer characteristics. ,Aipressure-scanning
differential refractoMeter was operated at fixed fre-.
quencies between 58 and, 61.5 GHz. The variability of
0'
2
-and x20 spectra with frequency, pressure, tempera-

turd, and magnetic field Strength was studied under
conditions which occur in the atmosphere. Results
obtained: (a) Mr oxygen and, air on the 9+ line, the+ - + -7 /5 and- 3 /9 doublets, and the 'continuum spectrum and
(b) fOr water vapor on nonresonant 'effects are reported.
The ,exPerimental -02-MS data are used in ,theoretical

analyses of attenuation and disp-ersion rates which are
extended to other lines, to frequencies identified. for
remote sensing applications, .and to temperature and
pressure. sensitivities between 40 and(140 GHz.

6. Liebe, H. J. (1975) ..240lecular transfer characteristics of
-air between -40 and 140 GHz, IEEE Trans- Microwave Theory
Tech. MTT-23, No. 4, 380-386.

Radio wave propagation in the 40-140-GHz band through the
first hundred kilometers of the clear atmosphere is
strongly influended by many (>30) lines. of 'the oxygen
microwave 'spectrum (02 -MS) and to a lesser extent by

.

water vapor. A 'unified treatment of molecular attenuation
and phase dispersion is. formulate& whereby results of



molecular physics are translated into frequency-,
temperature-, and pressuxe-dependencies. The propa-
gation factors are developed for 02 continuum--- (h <' 10 km)
and line-- (h > 20 km) spectra taking into account
pressure-broadening 02 <'40 km), Zeeman-splitting
(h > 40 km) , and Doppler broadening (h > 60 km) . The
influence of water'vapor is discu'ssed briefly. The
filter characteristics of dry air are evaluated for
various- path models. Examples of computer plots of
,attenuation and dispersion rates are given as a\function
of altitude h_fdr homogeneous, zenith, and tangential
path geometries through the 1962 U.S. standard atmosphere.

87. Liebe, H. J., and W. M. Welch (1973), Molecular attenuation
'and phase dispersion between 40 and 140 GHz for path
models from different altitudes, OT Report 73-10.

Radio wave propagation in the 40 to 140 GEz band through
the first hundred kilometers of the atmosphere is
strongly influenced by the microwave spectrum of oxygen
(0

2-MS). A unified treatment of molecular attenuation
and phase dispersion is formulated. Results of mo/ec-
ular physics are translated into frequency, temperature
pressure, and magnetic field dependencies of a complex
refractive index.' The intensity distribution-of the
02 -NS undergoe'i several changes- with increasing altitude:
when h < 10 km, all lines, but one at 119 GHz, are
merged to a. continuum spectrum under the influence of
pressure-broadening;-when h 30 km, a Line' koectrum
with isolated Lorentzians is displayed; when h :40 km,
Zeeman-splitting of each line occurs due to the 'influ-
ence-of the earth's magnetic field; tor h >-60 km, a
Voigt profile governs the transition to a-Gaussian line
shape and'eventually the Doppler-broadened line spec-
trum vanishes. The influence of water vapor is dis-
cussed separately.

Attenuation and dispersion rates for path models are
evaluated by computer routines. Examples of computer
plotS are given as.a function of altitude for.homo-
geneous, zenith, 'sand tangential path geometries. Molec-
ular resonances of minor atmospheric gases are discussed
briefly, as in the noise which originates from the 02-MS.
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88 . Liebe, Hans J. (1969) , Laboratory studies .of microwave dispersion
caused by- atmospheric gases,' Summaries of Papers, Symposium
on AtmospheriC studies 'to Satellite Trans., Sponsored by :

Ionospheric Physics Lab., AFCRL, Boston,.Mzss., September3-5, 1969.

The propagation of radio signali through the earth'satmosphere for frequencies beyond about 15 GHz is stronglyaffected by molecular resonances of water vapor, oxygen,by a residual cOntribution of the entire H 0 and 0
2

spectra
e3itendiAinto the far-infrared,. and possibly by somepresSure=induced polarization in water vapor. Spectro-
scopic laboratory studies provide knowledge of line shape
of the temperature and pressure dependence of line, para-
meters, and of nonresOnant background effects of,concern
in the. "window" regions. -

The dispersometer was firt _applied. to investigate _the
self and foreign gas-broadening,propertiee of the watervapor line. Precise measurements of _foreign "gas-pressure
broadening . have been- performed,.and the redults are given.

Laboratory experiments -have provided the, spectroscopic
parameters necessary to calculate the attenuation and
dispersion caused by the 22-GHz H2O line. ,The'integrated
resonance dispersion was calculated in 0.2 km increments.for a simple vertical path model and using the ,Gross shape
`function, and the 'results are presented. Finally, ,a pre-
liminary result for pressure-induced dispersion is given for
water vapor between-11 and 22 Miz.

. Linfield; "'R-.F. (1975) Simulation of avionics line-of-sight
radio transmission channels, OT/TM. 75-204 (limited availability).

As the state of communication technology advances, there's
an increasing interest in developing real-time transmission
channel._ simulators capable of reproducing multisdicative
effects of the, propagation medium. Such simulators permit
system calibration, checkout, and performance omparison
to be made at considerably less cost than on-the-air
testing. Meaningful simulations can only be obtained,
'however, if the characteristics and perturbations of real'-channels can be.reproduced -accurately, reliably., and
repeatably:

This tutorial repoft discusses sdile basic concepts forsimulating the multiplicative and convolutional disturbanOes,
on avionics line-of-sight transmission channels in frequency$
bands from 240 MHz to 38 GHz. Theprincipal systems .of
concern are digital data links between airbornd>terminals andthe ground or to synchronous satellites;.-
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Lucas, D.. L, and G., W. Haydon. (1964) ,. Preliminary, feasibility
study of Apollo Spacecraft to earth HF transmissions; ":",

NBS ReEfort 8716.

.Maximum Usable Frequencies (MUF), Optimum Traffic
Frequencies (Pm), and available signal-to-noise
ratios as calculated by,an-electronic computer are
used to estimate the expected signal strength of high
frequency transmissons from an Apollo spacecraft to
selected earth terminals. Diurnal 'and geographic con-.
tour charts of expected sEt-nal-to-noise ratios are
shown for summer and winter in a period of moderate
solar activity (SSN 50).-

91. McManamon, P.M. (1976), Network capacity and queue aspects of
USPS electronic message,sys-tems, USPS-1702-114. NTIS Access.
No. PB-252 690/3WZ.

9

A geostationary orbit satellite communications network
is developed parametrically-for 125 station. application
to USPS-Electronic Message Service; The satellite is
basedon the Atlas- Centaur launch vehicle with a 9-zone
antenna coverage of the continental U.S. Other multiple
zone configurations are .considered. Earth, stations with
5:0 meter diameter antennas are assumed to have a total
average traffic load of 91,312,000 messages/day. The
queueing analysis is based on 4th order Erlangian arrival
and Service statistics with an average bits/meSsage
considered parametrically upto 1,200,000. Nessa.4e
delays are presented parametri-cally so that the results
for networks upjo 123 stations and traffic-loads up to
100,000;000 messagesiday.may. be evaluated. For_123
stations and 617,000 bits/message a nearly state-of-the-aii
single satellite, network appears feasib/e to support a
91,312,000 messages/day traffic load with-average message
transmission- delays of 2,5.seconds/message or less.

92, McManamon, P.M. (1975), A digital.telecommunication'conversion
model. for electronic-message mixtures, U.S. Postal Service
jteport,-April. NTIS .Access. No. PB 252-183.

A-mathematical model: is developed to estimate the digital
bits /message for message mixtures which arrive at a digital
'elecommunication network station-for conversion to electronic
messages and transmission. Digital datis.4-\on tape or cards,

dan alpha-numeric and graphic messages onOpapert are assumed:
to be converted to digital bits by one of give conversion
processes; digital data, character reader,-black and'white
graphic binary or N-ary, or color graphics. The,model



allows parametric studies and incorporates the message
size.reductions fram data compresSiOndteChnology. Results
are given for the_ mean, standard, deviation, and probab;lity
functions of the number of* bits/message for 11 mixture
cases for 3 different sets of data compression ratios.
'Graphics scanner resolutions from 50 to 600 'lines eer inch
are conidered.

93. McManamon, P. M., R. K. Rosickr, J.F.A. Payne, and M. J. Miles
(1975), Performance criteria for digital data networks,
OT Report 75-54, .

-There is a need for a "user-oriented" approadh to the
development' of- telecommunication network.performance -

criteria. This report 'uses a' survey of presently ac-,
cepted engineering-oriented performance criteria as a
'vehicle for the logical development of, such a user=
oriented approach. On the basis ot this survey, a set
of user-oriented performance orieteria_is_developed_andL.
related to digital data transmission networks-in general.
The set of criteria is compared to the ANSI and another
recently proposed set-Of,performance measures: Lastly,
the results of 'a simulation of .these criteria are pre-
sented for a' simple network .as an illustrative example.
The_user-oriented performance criteria are accessibility,-
accuracy, delay, efficiency, reliability,' security,
and transparency.

94 .

.

McManamon, Peter M. (1974), Study of Satellite frequency require-
ments for the U.S. Postal Service electronic mail system,
Volume 1, Summary, OT Report 74-27.-.

Op.iimum frequency allocations are recommended for elec -.
tronic mail diStribution_by geostationary satellite
digital data transmission ,to servie .125 locations in the
continental United States, Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico.
Frequency allocations for the Fixed'Satellite Service from
4 GHz to 50 GHz have been ranked in preferential order on.the
basis of frequency allocation restrictions, feasible network
designs using available satellite and earth station technology,/
conversion of mail pieces to digital data, system performance
requirements including a bit terror probability of '1x1010 s12,

and expected.frequency assignment limitations. A.650-6 700
megabit/second transmission ratewas established for distri-
bution of an average of 82 million mail pieces per day. The
relationships between a definition'of-an electronic mail
service, system performance and requirements and selection
of-an optimum frequency,allocation have been outlined: '

r.
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95. McManamon, P. M., J. R. Juroshek, and k. Nesenbergs (1974)
Study of sateAlite Irequency requirements for the U.S.
postal service electronic, mail system, Volume II, Frequency
allocations and network designs,. OT Report 74-27.

Optimum frequency allocations for electronic mail distri-
bution by geostationary satellite digital data transmission
to serve 125 locations in the .continental United States,
Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rice are considered. Frequency_
all; cations for the Fixed Satellite Service from 4 GHz to
50:GHz have been reviewed 'on the basis of restricitons,
network designs with available technology, conversion
of nail pieces to digital data, system performance require-

ments_including a bit error probability of lx10-12 ,

and expected frequency assignment limitations. A 700
megabit/second (Mbps) transmission rate was established
for distribution of an average of 82 million mail pieces
per day. The relationships between a definition of an
electronic mail service, system performance and requirements
and selection of an optimum frequency allocation are outlined.

7

This volume summarized the available frequency allocation
restricitons and limitations. Candidate sate lite tele-
communication system networks are described ith different

division, frequency division, and spac division
Multiple access techniques with both pre-a ignment and
demand-assignment operating protocols. N twork transmission
rates including overhead bits' and network performance
estimates are developed. Error control techniques are

A included in performance estimates for satellite power and
ground station antenna diameter:

'96 Mckanamon, P. R. Juroshek, and M. Nesenbergs (1974),
Digital data satellite systems, 1974 IEEE International j

Conf. on Comms. (ICC'-74), Minneapolis, -Minnesota, June
17 -19.

Fixed-Satellite Service .frequency allocations from 4 GHz
to 50 GHz have been investigated for 700 10Dps digital data
satellite transmission from over 100 earth stations4n
,he United States. Nine candidate satellite network 12ve been evaluated for bit error rates as low as 1X10
based on'currently available _technology and using_earth
station antenna diameters as Small'as 10 feet Different:
time division, frequency division, and space, division
multj_ple":6ccesi techniques have been investigated along'
with error control "c The effects of -rain -loss
attenuation were inci ed.



97. McManamon, PL. M., and.W. F. Utlaut (1923), A survey of technical
requirements for broadband' cable teleservices, . Vol. 5,
System interconnections,. OT Report 73-13,- Vol. 5,
COM-73-11590.

The interconnection of existing and future CATV
systems for two -way. transfer of audio/video and digital
data signals has been surveyed. The concept of inter-
connection is explored .relative to existing and pro-
posed CATV systems and broadband teleservice networks,
common carrier services, facilities and growth projec-

. tions, and he technical-economic state-of-the-art of
the required technology. The need for-interconnection
is reviewed. Satellite and line -of-sight microwave
transmission in addition to digital versus analog trans-
mission systems, aspects are considered in terms of
interconnection. 'Some potentially significant queueing
problems are identified. -

98, McManamon, P. M. (19/3), GOES data collection system per-
. formance estimates, OT Tech. Memo: 73-125 (limited availability).

-This report .pr%e.,-?.nts performa=ce estimates and recom-
mended measurements for the interrogation and data
reply transmissions between the remote Data C011ection
Platform Radic Sets and the Command and Data Acquisition
station through the GOES trans-oonder. Transmission loss-'
les with ionospheric scintillation fading and mulapath,--
man-made noise, crosstalkand intermodulation'are in-
cluded to give carrier-signal-energy to noise-power
density ratios over the GOES gpgraphical'areapf cover-
age up' to central angles of 70 .

lb

99. Middleton, D. (1976), Statistical-physical models of man-
% made and natural radio noise, Part II: first.order probe:-
bility models of the envelope and phase, OT Repc5-rt 76-86.

c.
Most man- made'-and natural electromagnetic interferences are
highly non-gaussian random 14ocesses, whose degrading effects.
on system performance can be severe, particularly on most
conventional.,systemrwhich are designed for _optimal or
near optimal performance-against normal noise. In addition,
the-nature, origins, measurement and prediction of the general

-.EM interference environment-are amajorconcern or an
adequate spectral management program. Accordingly, this
second study in a' continuing series (c -f'.. Middleton, 19741,
is devoted .to the development of analytically tractable,
experimentally verifiable, statistical-physical models of
such electromagnetic interference.



Here, classification into three maAjor types of noise ls.
made: Glass A (narroldmIltd .Vis -a -vis 'the receiver)', Class B
(broadband vis-a-vis the receiver) , and Class C (=Class A +
Class B). First-order statistical models-are constructed
for Class Aand Class B cases. In particular, the APD
(a posteriori probability distribution) or exceedance
probability, PD, of the envelope are obtained. These
results are canonical,i.e., theiranalytic forms are invar-
iant of the cparticular noise source-and its quantifying
parameter va!,ues, 1r61s, etc. Class A interference is.de-
scribed by *a 3-par "eter model, Class B noise by a 6-parameter-
model. All parameters are deducible from measurement, and
like-the APZ's and pdf's are also canonical in form; their
structure is based on the general physics underlying the
propagation and-reception processesinvolvedi and they, too,
are invariant with respect to form and occurrence of par-
ticular interference sources.

100. Middleton, D. (1974), Statistical-physical models of man-made
radio noise, Part I. First-order probability models of the
instantaneous .amp;11,tude, OT Report 74-36.

A general.statistical-physicalmodel of man-made noise
processes appearing in theinput stages.of a typical
receiver is described analytically,. The first-order

.. statistics Of these random processes-are developed in detail/
for narrow-Band reception. These include, principally,
the firp.t-order probability densities and probability
distributions for a) a purely imp4sive Ipdisson) process,
and b) ah additive mixture of .a gauss background noise and
impulsive sources. Particular attention is given to the
basic waveforms of the emissions,"in the course of propa-
gation, including.such critical gedmetric and kinematic
factors as the beam patterns of source and receiver,
mutual location, doppler, far-field conditions, and the
physical' density of the sources, which are assumed.inde-
pendent and poisson distributed in space over a domain A.

Apart from specific analytic relations, the most important
general results are that these first-order distributions
are analytieally tractable and canonical. They are not so
complex as to be'unusable in communication theory application;
they incorporate in an explicit way the controlling physical
parameters and mechanisms which determine the actual
radiated and received process; ana-finally, they are formally
invariant of the particular sotirce location and density,
waveform emission, propa ation mode, etc., as long as the
received disturbance,is n row-band, at least-asit is
'passed by the stage :of the typical receiver.

7.



The desired first-order distributions. are represented by
an asymptotic development, with additional terms dependent
oil" the fourth and higher moments of the, basic interference
waveform, which, in .turn progressively affect the' behavior
at the larger, .amplitudes.

This.first report constitutes an initial step in a program
to provide workable analytical models .of the general non-
gaussian channel ubiquitous In practical communications
applications. Specifically treated here are the important
classes of interference with bandwidths comparable to (or
less than) the effective aperture-RF-IF bandwidth of the
receiver, the common situation in the case of communication_
interference.

101. -Middleton, D. (1970), Electromagnetic interference by scat-
tering from clouds, NASA Contract NAS-12-2219.

A first-order elpctromagnetic scattering model for atmo-
spheric clouds is constructed, in order to assess quanti-
tatively the interference such scatteripg may introduce,
into' communication links not connected -With the primary
transmission mode. For the latter it Is also.desired"to
determine the_rble of such scattering in attenuating and,
corrupting the transmitted signal. For an adequate treat-
ment it is essential.to\obtain explicitly_the scattered
(and any ducted) waveforms observed at.the receiver and
to determine as well their energy and other appropriate
statistics, ,e.g., the 8OVariance functions of the re-
.-.:eived waves. Geometry plays a critical part in such
problems: not only the relative geometries of source,
receivers, and scatterers (in the cfoud(s)), but'also the
ti'ansmitting and receiving beam patterns. -These features
must be.explicitly incorporated into any criterionjfor
Measuring interference effects in the-communication
process.

This preliminary memorandum awtlines and illustrated with
some detailed examples and results:, , j4p

(a) the first-order scatter model, in the bistatic
situation

(b) (optimum) receiver performance under such tcatter
in the particular case of (slow) Rayleigh fading of
.a desired (detrministio) signal, incoherently
received.

Enough technical detail is pr6vided to indicate the ele.7
ments that must be considered for an adequate amalysis
and guide to, an interpretation of, experiment.
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102.. Miles, .J. (1975), Analysis .of a digital telecommunications
m sage model..U.S. Postal Service Report, April,NTIS Access.
No. PB 252-184.

The general expreOion for the probability density function
of the number of bits in 'a telecommunications message is
derived". Some key random phenomena are assumed to have
the normal distribution, and their distribution parameters
are assigned plausible values. The expressions for the
mean and standard-deviation-of bits per-message-are derived.-
The number of pages /message -is assumed to have the Poisson
distribution "truncated_ at zero, and .the.reSulting distribution
is examined.

.National Bureau.of Standards (1958), Areas of mutual interest
between NBS- Boulder Laboratories and the National Aero-
nautics and'Space Administration, an NBS Report (no number).

This report describes-those technical activities in which
the Boulder Laboratories are already contributing to the-
ob3ecti'ves Idefined for NASA, and-proposes new- activities
which are in the currently defined objectives of the
Boulder Laboratories and which will contribute in a major
way to, the objectives of the NASA.

.

104:Nesenbergs, Martin (1975), Study of error control coding
for the U.S.'1315tal Service electronic message
system, U.S. Postal Service Report, NTIS Access.No. PB 252 -689.

A U.S. Postal Service (USPS) electronic mail system
could incorporate many types of error control coding,
or no coding at all. This report reviews a variety
of POssible codes, lists their advantages and 0.

disadvantages, and selects a preferred alternative.
It turns out to be a concatenation of an inner
convolution '(rate 1/2 to rate 3/4) code with
Viterbi- decoding, and an Outerjlong bloCk, high
efficiency code. The two codes have separate
functiona, in the sense that the 'inner code per-
forms forward error correction and the outer code
does error detectiononly. The .report describes
the structures, properties, and,implementations of
the coding hybrid. After, that, the performance of
the preferred-coding scheme is estimated,. The
resultant error-probability gairls-, which are
shown to be corfaiderablei are balanced against
system slowdown and-bandwidth expansion.

c.

(

-



105..Nesenbergs, M. (1975), Scintillation channel characterization
and MPSK performance estlmation, 1975 IEEE International
Conference on Communicaelons (ICC '75), San Francisco,
CA., June 16-18, IEEE Cat. #75-CB-0971-2 CSCB, 15/1-15/5.

Relatively-familiar theoretical techniques seem applicable
to assess the ionospheric scintillation effects on sat-
ellite data link performance. We review one such error
probability expansion 'technique, well suited for digital
computation, as it pertains to a Multiple-Phase-Shift
Keying 1MPSK) modem operating in the 1 Mb/s to 1 GI:Vs
range. Unfortunately, the usefulness of the technique
suffers for lack of adequate characterization of the scin-
tillation medium. Factors like correlation bandwidths,
power delay spreads, probabilities of amplitude and
phase excursions, etc. appear only vaguely known. Real-
istic and reliable scintillation statistics are desired to
estimate the achievable data rates and performances on
proposed satellite channels.

106. Nesenbergs, M. (1974), A first look at certain wideband
detection problems, OT TM 74-175 (limited availability).

Consideration is given to a wideband detection problem
where the number and structure of the received signal'
set is arbitrary. A particular spectral weighting
approach is taken and the processing results are found
to be inadequate. The sgarch for substantially better
detectors, in particular for thobe with optimal features;
is initiated. An outline of future work is provided
in-thee conclusion:

107. Nesenbergs,-M. (19741, Ionospheric scintillation as it'
affects satellite communication - Part III: Ocin-
tillation channel characterization and MPSK Per-
formance estimation, OT TM'7.4-190 (limited availability) .

This memorandum is concerned with scintillation
-effects on 'digital multiple phase' shift keying (MPBK)
Ohannels in.the presence of additive Gaussian noise. :

`The basic channel statistics, such as tie correltion
bandwidth andJrelated spreads, are introduded
Later, the functiOn of the demodulator is reviewed and
the most popular digital performance index, the
bit error probability (P )r is pursued. -A partic*lar-

approach, starting from Taylor series and ending
in Gram-Charlier expansions, is elaborated in aetail.
A number of useful P expansions are given. The

choice of a preferred. expansion depends on existing

so
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knowledge of scintillation statistics, notably
the extent of the power delay density, the fading
character in the time-frequency 'domain ()such 'as
flat-flat, or other), and the gross magnitudes of
the intersymbol'interference.moments at the
detector. The membrandum concludes with' an over-
view of the general intersymbol interference case,
as it pertains to scintillation distortions on
satellit2 MASK links. More realistic radio wave
statistics are needed to estimate the modem perfor-
mance reliably.

108. Nesenbergs, M., R. H. Ott, and L. C., Walters (1972),
Performance of a coherent communication system with
pulsed interference, OT TM 89 (limited availability).

The error probability and output signal-to-noise
ratio performance of binary PSK and Manchester PSK
systems are derived and numerically evaluated in
the presence of pulsed interference. The results
are directly applicable to a coherent Collision Avoidance
System.(CAS).

109. Nesenbergs, M. (1971), Optimum reception of coded multiple
-frequency keying in presence of random variable phases,
IEEE Trans.'on Comm. Tech. COM-19,11o. pp. 707 ff.

Wide-band multiple frequency-shift keyping is perturbed
by random phases in 'the M>2 frequency slots. We consider
a coded digital system, wEere the M phases can be treated.
as mutually dependent random variables. if their joint
distribution is known, the optimum (maximum-likelihood)
receiver is shown to be in general -rery complicated:'
We show that theredare a few phase distiibutions and
signal -to- noise -ratio ext.remes-for se:-..ich the optimum
receiver and its performance can be simply deScribed..
If, the, joint phase distribution is not known,.we give"
an appropriate minimax,,:receiver with a guaranteed
performance. This perfOrMance is evaluated for orthogonal
coding, white Gaussian noise, and non-fading signals.'
It is valid for all joint phase distributions.

110. 'Nesenbergs, M. (1970), A two-signal primer for Fourier analysis 4
of a random access communication system, ESSA TR ERL 178-
ITS 113.

The detectability parametere i.e
to-noise ratio is derived for an
tiple access channel. The basic

., the acquisition signal-

.elementary two-signal mul-
Fourier series approach



.requires no approximations, and the methodology should be
useful in a forthcoming 'rigorous- analysis of a More realistic
random access satellite repeater.

The channel model consists of an ideal hard limiter and
Gaussian noise. carriei'phases are mutually independent
and uniform over (0, 2Tr). The relative delays and fre-
quency deviations_can betreated as deterministic or
as random variables.. Welhave derived second order sta-

= tistics (means and variance) for the correlation.
outputs.

Three properties that emerige in the above two-signal case
and may very well be valid in the general M signal case,
are t.40 following. First, reasonable frequency drifts
and dEpartures from a true carrier do not seem to increase
the distortion variance in a ,drastic fashion. The same

-.conclusion appears to be valid for slow message FM or PM.
Second, the variance of the correlator outputs contains a
substantial term that is entirely independent of cross-
modulations for the assumed 0 to Tr modulations: Third,
waveform and coding departures from orthogonality do not
necessarily, affect.the-detectability parameter by robustly
scaling down the signal mean.

111. Norton,-K. A. (1965), Effecti of tropospheric refraction
in earth-space link_ s (1965), in 'Progress in Radio
Science 1960-1563, 2, ed. F. du Caste1,7186-210
Elsevier, New York).

.Methods are first given fOr predicting the expected
values of _the bending and the electrical path length
of radio,waves in propagation-between the surface and
arbitrary heights in the troposphere for radio waves
leaving the surface,at specified angles of elevation.
Variances of these-predicted values are-also given.
Comparisons of the predicted with the- observed values
of both the bending and its'variance.show excellent
agreement..

An extensive analysis is given of the spectrum of the
variations of both electrical path length and-rahge
rate with time. The regions of applicability of geo-

' Metrical and wave optics are outlined. =A discussion
is given of the correlation of the variations in elec-
trical path lengths for differentradio frequencies.
Formulas are given for thee influence of antenna aper-
tUres and path length'on the- spectrum of both path
length and range rate.

56
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An indication is given of applications of these results
to radio guidance systems and Standard frequency dis-
seMination.

112. Ott, R. H: (1975), A numerical method for generating earth
coverage footprints from geostationary antennas,

.

U.S. Postal Service Report, May, NTIS Access. No. PB 252-688.

An algorithm is described for generating earth
coverage footprints on a microfilm output 'from
geostationary satellite antennas. A separate
algorithm for determining whether given stations are
included in or excluded fro_m a particular footprint
is described. The antenna beam can be elliptic

.

in cross-section with an arbitrary orientation of
semi-minor and semi-major, axes. Several examples of
the use of the algorithms are presented.

113. Ott, R. H. (1975),-Bandwidth limitations in EM transmission
imposed by clear air-turbulence, 1975 IEEE International
Conference on Communications (ICC '75), San Francisco, CA.,
Jtine 16-18; IEEE Cat. #75 -CH- 0971 -2, CSCB, 15/6-15/9

A solution of the appropriate parabolic wave equation is
used to derive the transfer, function;fok a medium charac-
terized by a complex random refractive-index with Gaus-
sian statistics and a non-zero complex. mean. We compute
its mean and its two-frequency borrelation function:
The statistics are shown to depend on the temperature'
spectra of the random media.. The results for the two-
frequency correlation function indicate that close to
sea level the oxygen spectrum (frequency depends it part
of refractive index) *does not limit 'the bandwidth of a
channel in the. 50 GHz to 70 GHz range. That is, the
bandwidth in thiS .frequency range is only limited by the
static (frequency independent) refractive index.

114 Ott, R. H. (1974), Ionospheric scintillation,as it affects
satellite communication - Part'II: A transfer
function for ionospheric Scintillations, OT-Tech. Memo- 74-
187 (limited availability).

The. Born approximation is used to derive a genefal
expression for a radio wave. passing through a
random medium. The medium is characterized by a
random index of refraction. An explicit transfer
function is derived using the Fremouw and Rino
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model for the index of refraction. The bandwidth
of the channel is derived in terms of the variance .

of the index of refraction.

115. Rice, P. L., and N. R. Holmberg (1973), Cumulative time
statistics of surface-point rainfall rates, IEEE Trans.
on Comm. 21, No 10, pp. 1131-1136.

Statistics on rainfall rites near and above the earth's'
surface are needed in-order to estimate the percentage
of'time of absorption, or-scattering of radio waves' that
affect radio system 'design and electrospace, management.
The most useful averaging time for computing such rates
is on the order of 1 min or less. This paper extrapo-
lates excessive short-duration precipitation data to
provide such statistics from data routinely reported by.
the National'Weather Service.- For the 8766 h in an
average year, and for'a median ox' random location in any.
loart of the world, the model described here estimates
the fraction of time during which 5-minute average rain-
fall rates. exceed any given value.

116. Samson, C. A. (1976), Refractivity and rainfall data for7Tadio
systems engineering,` OT Report 76-105.

A
InforMation.on refractivity-gradients and rainfall rates
is provided for:application to,the plannirig and engineer-
,ing of microwave line-of-sight-radio systems. "The e-100-m
'refractivity giadients calculated from radios9nde-Dbser-
vations at 15 U.S. and 49 _foreign stations'ate presented
in 'the fotm of an indication of the diurnal variability
of the gradients, separate distributions are shown for
each of two daily observatibns at 29 stations, and for
four daily observations at 4 stations. Point rainfall
rate distributions, based on recording rain gage statis-
tics, are given for 29 stations in various climatic areas
of the world, including 8_ loCations. in the U.S,

117. Samson, C. A. (1975), Atmospheric considerations in radio
. System engineering at 10 to 30 GHz, OT Report 75-66,

The effects of the atmosphere on radio propagation at
frequencies of 10 GHz to 30 GHZ include attenuation and
depolarization by precipitation, absorption by'water vapor
and oxygen, and multipath-fading related to refracti-.
vity gradientS in stratified layers. -Information is
presented on the probable magnitude of the various weather-
related effects, considering the differences in 'radio

58 64
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frequency, geographical locatiOn, andclimate. The
limitations of climatological data are discussed, as
well as methods of using the available data in system
engineering.

118. Seitz, N. B.,,and P. M. Mc*.namon (1976), frerformancemea- I

sures for digital communication services, Business Comm.
Rev., March-April, 26-33.

Six general criteria have been proposed for describing
digital communications system performance: accessibility,
accuracy, efficiency, reliability, security, and trans-
parency. Specific performance parameters have been pro-
posed for,the first four criteria.

f

The suggested measures clearly are,not "idea* from
the standpoint of ihe "desired attributes" defined.
Nevertheless, they do provide communications users with
practical means of expressing their communication

--,--. needs; compaiing service alternatives and monitoring
delivered performance. The utility and precision of
the suggested measures will increase as they evolve in
response to the stresses of actual use.

119. Smith, D.', and F. G. Kimmett (1975), Measurement of interference.
effects between TDM-FM and FDM-FM microwave systems,
OT Tech. Memo. 75-194 (limited availability).*

Following the alignment and tuning of an analog FM
microwave radio to handle a 12.6 Mb/s, 3 -level partial
response base-band, the effects of various types of -
interference on system performance were investigated..
Since TDM-FM and FDM-FM microwave systems will -be opera-
ting in the same frequency band, the mutual interference
"effects were investigated to determine the degre of
,degradailon of system performance for each, type of
transmission. Bit-error-rate and orderwire signal-
to-noise ratio were-used as indices of TDM-FM system,
perforMance, and noise powdr ratio was used as the-
index for the FDM-FM system evaluation. These measure-
ments indicate That the TDM-FM system can operate at
higher interference levels than the FDM-FM system when
subjected to TDM-FM Interference.
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120. Smith,-E. K. (1975),.Radio wave Propagtion in the ionosphere
1972-19741 OT Tech. Memo. 75-197 (limited availability).

This survey of published literature
at the request,of'Prof. Chalmers .S
Commission III, URSI Triennial Rep
propagation is treated by frequenc
HFI.and VHF on up) and also by topi

has been prepared
rist, -Editor.
--Ionospheric
LP-VLF, LF-MF,
e.g., ionospheric

scintillation, ionospheric modification, and theory).

121. Smith, .E. K. ,(1974) , ,A study of, ionospheric scintillation
as it affects communicatioii,- Part I:
GedphysiOal Aspects, OTTM'74-186 (limited availability

This,study-concerns ionospheric scintillation as
it affects satellite communications between about.-
100 MHz and 30 Gliz. It is- diVided into three parts.
The first part reviews the pertinent physics and
suggests-some boundaries and values for some of the
critical geophysical parameters needed to Mal5e
communications estimates.' The second part i*concerned
with the derivation of the channel transfer function
based on the suggested parameters from Part 1.
The third part develops the relations necessary
to assess the' effect of ionospheric scintillation
on typical satellite modulations And bit rates-. ,

122. Snider; J. B. (1968), Pa proposed program for thestudy of
atmospheric attenuation of satellite signals, ESSA
TeChnical Report RL 62-WPL 1.

The theory of absorption and,emision of radio frequency
energy by atmospheric constituents is reviewed. 'Theoret-
ical limitations.and,the problem of predicting atmospheric
effects upon, satellite, communications systems,are dis-
cussed. A program.--is outlined to investigate'expe:ii-
mentally atmospheriO,absorption and emission em-
phasis placed upori,rainfall phenomena. using simultaneous
measurements. of satellite-earth transmission lass and
meteorOlogic4I,.parameters, including radar measurements

. ,ofloreciPitation

123. 5paulding, (1976), Man-made noise: the problem and
recommended steps toward solution, OT Report 76-85.

Man-made noise causes. ,.interference'which is, quite-often
the limiting factor in communications/electronics system
performance. This interference results in communication
systems being required to use excessive powers and/or
spectrum space, thereby hampering the efficient utilization
of the limited spectrum_resource. It is the purpose of



125.

this repOrt to specify the-"man-made noise problem" iri'
detail and recommend required remedial actions. Specific-
ally, the aim is'to:

1) assess the adequacy of information.presently
available and being collected,

2) define and assess the adequacy of present abatement'
me sures/.

3) e Specific recommendations on additional required
a atement measures; and

4) make specific recommendations as to.necessary
IP- additional i'eseardh.

This report concentrates on incidental radiation devices,
and makes recommendations as 'to required abatement measures
for these devices. General and specific examples of
degradation to systems by man-made noise are given., 'It
is shown that both technicaaly and economically, further,
suppression of automotive ignition noise at the manufac-
turing level is required., Means of achieving this re-
quired suppression are given. _Other deviceS (e.g., power
transmission lines) are also discussed.

Programs for noise measurement, analysis; and modeI
opment are summarized, and recommendations for the attain-
ing of required additional information on the noise environ-
ments are given. In addition, the role that better infor-.
oration on the noise enyironment should play in the proper
management of the spectrum resource is covered.-

Spaulding, A. D. (1975) , Effects of noise in. systei performance,
Review of Radio Science, 1972-1974, URSI, Brussels, - 0

Belgium, '32

This paper _s a summary of advances worldwide for the.
years 1972-1974 in determination of the effects of noise
and interference on system performance eta. This contri7
bution is combined with others in the noise area by the
URSI Commission VIII editor and appear as Commission VIII's
contribution to the URSI Triennial Review-of Progress in
Radio Science.

Spaulding, A. D., R. T. Disney, and A. G. Hubbard (1975),
Man-made radio noise,. Part II: Bibliography of measurement.
data, applicationsr'and measurement methods, OT Report.75-63.

The Office of Telecommunications, Institute 'for Teledbmmu-
nication Sciences, (OT/ITS), over the past several years,
has accumulated # data base of man-made radio noise measure-
ments in the frequency range from 250.kHz 0 250 MHz taken
im, a number of geographical areas. Man-Made Radio Noise;
Part I (OT Report 74-38) givesIthe. results of the analysis
of this base and pfbvides estimates of,the man-made noise
levels and characteristics .to be expected,in typical locations.
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_This part of the report (Part II) is a compilation of
references relating to man-made radio noise. This biblio-
graphy is divided into five sections: Section I, Measurements
and Data; Section II, Applications to Systems and Mathema-
tical Modeling; Section III, Measurement Experiethtns and
Methods; Section IV, General and Section V, AtmoSphertc _
Radio Noise.

126. Spaulding, A. D., and D. Middleton (1975), Optimum reception
in an impulsive -interference envionment, OT Report 75-67.

Since communications systems are seldom interfered with by
classical white Gaussina noise, Middleton's recently
developed physical-statistical model of impulsive inter"-
ference is applied to realworld communications channels.

The Sin impulsive interference models that have been
proposed to date-are summarized, and -Middletont.s model V
is specified in some detail,egiving the:statistiCs required;
for'the solution of sign* detection problems. Excellent
agreement of these statistics with,corresponding measured

v.. Statistics is shoWil..

.

Middleton's model for. narrow-band-impulisve-interference
(a ilioset of the overall model) is applied to a class of
optimal signal detection problems. Optimum detection algor-
ithms are given for coherent and incoherent binary detection.
The three basic'digital signaling waveforms are considered;
i.e., antipodal, orthogonal, and ON-OFF keying. PerformanCe
bounds are obtained for these signaling situations. Since it
is known that in.order to gain significant improvement over
current receivers, the number of independent samples of the
received interference waveform must be large, the performance-
-results are given parametrically in the number of samples, or

equivalently,. the time-bandwidth product._.Performance of
, the current suboptimum receivers is obtained and compared
to the optimum performance. It is shown that -Substantial
savings in-signal power and/or spectrum space can be. achieved.

Since physical realization of the completely optimum detec=
ti:on algorithMs cannot, in general, be economically obtained,'
the corresponding locally optimum or threshold receivers are

'derived and their performance given. These threshold receiver
4Istructures are canonical in nature in that their structure is
independent of the form of the interference. They are alSo
adaptive in that they must be.able to adjust to the changing
interference environment. Locally optimum structures are
given here for coherent and incoherent detection .kith

[ constant Signal levels and various kinds of.fading. The case
\in which phase estimation is uSed'(partially coherent reception)
is also considered. ,
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127. Spaulding, A.D., and' It. Tw. Disney (1974), Man-made radio noise,
_part. I: Estimates for business, residential, and rural

1,

areas, OS" Report 74-38F.

The Office of TeleCommunications, Institute for Tele-
-A5ammunication Sciences (CT/ITS), over the past several
years, has accumulated a data base of man-rmade radio
noise measur is in the frequency range from 250 kHz
through 250- z aken7in a numberof geographical areas.

, This-data ba e has been analyzed to provide estimates
of the expecte characteristics of man-made radio noise
in business;, residential, and rural areas. The parameters
used are the average available power spectral density,' the
ratio of t1e rms to the average voltage of the noise
envelope, and the ratio bf the rms to the average logarithm
of the envelope vo2tage. The variation of these parameters
as a:function of frequency, location, and time are shown
and discussed. Examples-of amplitude and time statistics
of the.received,manmade radio noiselocess also are

. shown and"diScussed. examples of amp itude and time

.statistics of the received man-made radio noise process
also are 'shownand discussed. The use of the estimate's
±s shaWn (principally by references in Part II, Bibliogriphy)
.4in, the ,so?.ution of: problems encountered in frequency.
management and telecommuniCation system design.

6
128. Speulding, A. D., L. L. Proctor,°and A. F. Barghausen

c(1973), DSCS-Airborne earth terminal - terrestrial
microwave measurements in the 7.25-8.40 GHz Band,
OT Tech.pemo. 73-143 (limited availability).

- '

The majority .ofthe-7.25-8,40 GHz band has been allo-
cated, on a shared basis, to both satellite communi-
cations and fixed and mobile terreAr,ial communiOa-

microwavemicrowae radio re-ray-systems. The
Office of Telecommunications, Institute for Telecom- .

mUnic-ation Sciences, has conducted tests to assess the
nature of the interaction between a prototype airboxTe
satellite terminal,(AN/ASC-18) microwave radio

5
relay systems (FAA RML-4P/inks). This report presents
the measurement procedures, andresults of those tests
under actual operating conditions.

.

129- Spies, K. P., and-E. J. Haakinson' (1977), Calculation of
(geostatioary satellite footprints for certain idealized

``. antennasrproposed as an OT Report (in preparation).

this report'descriSes thods for calculating, under
eacertain simplifying as umptionsi footprints. (contours
.of constant power densi for idealized models of
several_comMon types of tranmitting antennas (circular
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aperture, elliptical aperture, rectangular aperture,
and helical antennas), and for antenna beams of speci-
fied but .rather arbitrary' shape. The transmitter is
mounted on a satellite in a presCribed geostationary
orbit and has- its main-lobe axis directed toward a given
aim point on the earth.

v

FormUlaS, are first -derived_ for- calculating the intersed-7:
tion .of the earth 'with asray emanating from a given
geos.tationary satellite .andhaving a prescribed three
tion in Space,. For. .each idealized antenna-type, procedures'
-are next discussed for finding those directions in space

.

-Where the relative power density has 'a- specified constant
value,;-intersectiOn formulas arethen applied to locate .

the corresponding. footprint. a.r-field -patterns are
approximated fOr aperture.- antennas by

. evaluating- tvarier
transforms of assumed-aperture illumination distribations,
and for the helix. by. assuming it radiates in 'the axial-

ing to gross discrepancies between actual and
-lobe patterns, the analysis is ,confined tO the

main lobe of idealized antenna models:

130. Steele, F. K.., an . F. Van Horn (1975)', A bibliography of
recent wort, on pr agation in the radio speptrum from
10 to 100 GHz, -OT

deport
75-57.

References are presented on the subject of recent (1971
to mid-1974) work, on radio propagation through the at-
mosphere at frequenies from 10 to 100 GHZ..' The
erences .are separated into six major categories covering
_propagatidn- thrOugh precipitation, multipath propagation,
Propagation through nonturbulent-clear and turbulent-
clear atmospheres, measurements/data and a general
category.

131. Stewart , A . C .4, L L.L. Haidle , R .D . Jennings ; S Murahata an
D , Vandermade (1976), Electromagnetic compatibility
measurements an. ig.?malysit of systkas in.the 1535-1660
mgz:baild, of Transportation. Report.No.Dr

FAA-RD--75-229.
- -

Laboratory measurements and a statistical analysis were
made to determine the electromagnetic compatibility of-
systems- occupying or proposed to occuPy the frequency
spectrum from 1535 to 1660 Mliz. Three proposed collision

4 avoidance systems, five ,radar altimeters,. and a sithulated
satellite communication system were -measured. The results'
obtained in the measurement program viere 'cc520ined" with /

.**-

an estimate 'of the'aircraft population that might te
expected' in the year 1982 in the Los Angeles ,Basin to
Ap:roduce a statistical model. This model; and computations
.,Aof "worst cat-6" _scenarios involving two aircraft were usea

6a



to determine the possibility of altimeter interference to ,-

Dther systems in an operation environment.: was concluded
thatthe altimeters will cause interference to systems
proposed to operalte in the-band.

132; Tary, J. J., R. R. Bergman, and G. D. Gierhart (1971), GOES
telecommunication study - 1971, OT TM 64 .(limited

,

A telecommunication study for the GOEVSMS sateLlite,
-system. The effects of proliagation phenomena, -radio
frequency interference, and noise for the 400 MHz-Communi-
cation system link performance are considered.

133%* Thayer,AG. D., and B. R. Bean (192), An analysis 6f atmos-
pheric refraction errors of phase measuring radio tracking
systems--Part I: An analysis of the refraction "errors
to be expected in a horzontally homogeneous atmosphere
and a method for their systematic correction, NBS
Report 7254, NTIS Access. No. AD 292-046-

In Part I of this report the 'atmospheric refraction errors
experienced by phase-measuring radio- baseline 'tracking
systems are examined, and a gerieral method for their
correction" is presented. The correction method .consists
of a system of linear equations that are to be used-to
predict the most likely value-of the range error.:,
experiehbed at each antenna locatiori Of, the system,
as a fucntion of the surface value of refractive,index_-:
and the target range and height. The correction method'
yields residual rms range errors, of only 1% to 3% of ,,the_

-'uncorrected values., arid. the 'method is suitable for.real-'--
time use if desIred... The correction method is applied to_
some limited experiemtnaI data, and the-comparison is found-
to be satisfactory. Possible limitations on the use of
_the correction method are discussed, and extensive tables:.
are given in an Appendix which serve to define _the -system-
df equations used for the corrections.

.

In Part j_I of thiS. report the,effeCts of horizontal,;gra-
dients,of the refractive index'on long-basellne,tracking
systems are investigated briefly and the resultS are
compared with the_iprediCtions supplied by the correction
method derived in Past I. The comparison is found to be
acceptable.

L34. Thompson,.M.C2, L.E. Wood,H.B. Janes, ar4D. Smith (1975), Phase
and-amplitude scintillations in the larto 40GHz band, IEEE

..,-Trans.; -Ant. PrOp. APT-234 No 64:792797..

Simultaneops,melasurements of phase and amplitude
were made/on a 64'km;' slant path using five radio
9=55", 19.1, 22.2, 25.4, and 33.3 .GHm. The three
quencies were chosen for their relation_to water

variability. .

fres'auencies:
mdddie fre-
vapor absorption:



The amplitude data. shosc occasional' fades ,:excess of -20 dB d -superimposeci on ubiquitous _smaller scintillations- bE- several
decibels. The- latter. generally increased with radio frequency
and the fluctuations at the different frequencies: were only
moderately correlated4.(e.g.., < 0.7) . Neither ph;ase nor amplitude
variability shows effeCts on the molecular 'resonance of r

,water vapor.

:135.-Vhompson, -Jr. (L973), A review, of propagation .informatisCrk
'useneeded.for the effective 'Se of the 1- to -.40-,.GHzband.,

OT Rpport

An inquiry was serif out to 60 personsdngaged-in'research4
engineering,_ or .system applications in the 1- .to 40-GHz
and.' This report summarizes the propagation-related
roblejns identified by these peoPle and also indicates

wh- work is being done to provide additipnal. ihformation
stem design.

136. Thompson, M. c:4 Jr.., L. E. wood, and H. B. Janes (1972)-1-
Phase and fading,chaiatteristics in the 10- to 40-.GHz
hand, OT/ITS unpublished report-

.

Simult aneou.s measurements of phase and aMplitude vari-
ability were made on a 64-km oirenvater path 'using
5 radio frequencies : 9.5, 19 , 22.2 r 25.4,- and 33.37
GHz:,-,The data show relatively-. small differential time

_ delay variatiOns over this 24-GHz spect'ral interval. Al A

= ,scintillations generally increased with radio.
frequency and the fluctuations at the different fre-
quencies Were not highly`- correlated (e.g.; <0.7)

Periods were observed _in which all signa4s experienced
nearly simultaneous fades of 10 dB orpmore."

; . .

137. Thompson, M. C., Jr., -L. E. Vogler, H. B. Janes and L.
E. Wood (1972), .A review of propagation factors in
telecommunications applications of the 10- to 100-GHz
radio spectrum, OT Report:34.

This paper discusses systems applications in the 10-
to, o 100-GHz frequency band, propagation factors per-
tinent to the design of these systems, and recommen-
dations for future action. Consideration is given, to
the complementary roles of experiment and analysis in
providing the. information necessary fox. optimum utili-
zation of EHF frequencies.



l38. Thompson,. M. C
reflections
IEEE Trans:

B. Janes (1971) , Effects of sea
o phasez.of atrival of line-of-sight signals,
Ant. Prop. AP-19, No. 1, 105-108.

.Continua. wave signals' at 9.6 GHz were propagated over
oveST4ter path :extending from an eletation of1 le

80 1p to, 3000 DOnean (ins1) .' Variations in
phaserOfg-Witlyal gethe signals received, by antennas
having 1.-,2 ..41..'ndt,5 beam widths were recorded silliultan-L
eously. -With the _nominal path elevation angle of 1.2°,
the broad-beam antenna received 4c°111tribution reflec-
ted froM the sea surface, while tEZ narrow-beam antenna
largely discriminated against such-reflection. The
spectra ofelpha-se variations for the two cases were com-
pared, and their coherency was computed. The broad-
beam tignal -displayed consistently higher spectral
density than. did the,nerrOw-beam signal over- the fluctu-
ation frequency range frOm 0.1 Hz to the limit of the
anitsis at about 10 Hz. The relatively large_ effect
6f ltipath phase-noise on range rate measurements is
discussed.

139. Thompson, M, C. Jr., and H. a. Janes .(1971),, Bea mu;.tJpath..
effects on'-microwave- range and velocity, meas-tirements,
Sympos_um.on.App.* of Atmcis. Studies to Sat. _Trans.,

.Bos.ton, September 1969:

Accuracy of microwave systems for making 'slant range and
velocity measurements is limited by ranslom phase noise
contributed by the propagation medium. Most are caused
by spatial and temporal variations in atmospheric r'efrac-
tivp index along the path. For low elevation gngles;
additional noise can result from signal Components reflec-
ted from earth or sea or from associated low-level
atmospheric refractive index gradients. Signals received
simultaneously with two antennas of differing beam widths,
one broad enough to pickup sea multipath and,the other a
narrow-beam antenna that excltded sea-reflected components.
Multipath could pose serious problems for'tracking at low
elevation' angles .

140. Thompson, M. C., Jr., andET.. B. -Janes (1970) , Measurements
of phase-front distortion on an elevated line-of-sight
path, IEEE Trans.. Aerospace Electron, Sys. AES-6, 4-
No. 5, pp.;

An experimental study has been made of phase-front,
distortion in microwave signals sent over a slanted
path. ,This distortion is important in systems invol-
ving phase measurements between a ground station and
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a moving-upper terminal. To insure path stability,
the upper terminal was simulated by 'a series of moun-7.
taintop antenna arrays. Phase -front distortion is
analyzed in terms of time2.variations'in radio range on
a "'single path and in terms of first and second range
differences betweenpairs of paths-. The cross corre--,
lations. of pairs of 'range and range difference records
are disblissed, and the strong dependence of correlation
on flucttation frequency-is emphaSized. Mountaintop

...terrain effects on,the spatial homogeneity of' the phase
froni -are- found to be nsignificant . Some of the phase
front statistics are found to be_weakly dependent on
time of day and onwind velocity at the lower terminal.

Thompson, M. C (1969 -TropoSpheric propagation effects
on precise elec oirta.gnetici measurement of distance,
1966-67 AG Conf. --Proc.. No. 33, PhaSe and FrequencyInstabiliti s Electibmagnetic Wave Propagation,-
Ankara, T key, Oct. pP. 613-62-7.
The _question- of:phase stability of signals propagaed .

through the atmosphere has become important .ash.
mere, -and. mate precision is required from radio and

-_optical location systems. In Most of these, systems the
basic operation consists of mea "rig the transit time
of a signal over the; path- que = on. The conversion.
of this time internal to distan equires knowledge
of the velocity of the signal through the medium.
The use of these techniques in terrestrial geodesy has
becothe well established during the past decade.. Several
systems have bieerr-developed commercially and the effects
of atmospheric limitations on such systems haVe been
investigated. The same basic limi-tations become impor--
taut in missile and satellite tracking as' greater pre-,
cision is required' in- these applications.
Since the propagation velocity is .a function of the density
and composition of the ,,atmosphere, the velocity and
phase exhibit a wide sPectrum of time fluctuations.
These include certain effects which are motp or lesg
systematic, such as diurnal .aid seasonal variations.
In many cases these changes are highly correlate& with
velocity, or refractive ii5.dex, measurements at one
or more "points" in, the general vicinity of the path-.
In such cases it is pra.etica/ito apply appropriate correc-
tion methods ,and obtain quite-precise (e.g.,- 1 in 106)
distance estimates. In addition, atmospheric turbulence
results in random phase variations _of a prop.a.-
gated through the atmosphere._ -Because of its randam
nature, this component. of he ,_variation, often referred

. .
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to as. "phase noise", is, unpredictable. from moment to
moment and can only be eScribed -in 'statistical terms.-
The .deVelopmen
reached a stage
-by the atmosphe

of electronic devices and technique
where this phase modulation intro& ced

iss.a. serious factor in their uti.kiza-
° tion. It becomes important then to study the magni e

and nature `Of poth the systematic and random atmospheric
°effects and td examine carefully the possibilities of 1
'making effectiVe corrections for -the- systematic effects,
and averaging- out the random ,effects. In the following
we will descri:be some of the measurement hniques and
discuss someof the results from field e riments to

..-ThomPsorir and..H..`B.,jines..'. (19.69) ;- Effects of sea _

reflections on phase,of,arrival of line-c5f.i-.sight signals,'
.ERLTM-ITS 163, (limited availability).
Continuous wave signals at 9.6 GHz were propagated over
a. 97,-km over. - water path extending from 80 miles to .300p
miles above mean sea leVel. Variations. in phase of
arrival ofo-the signals received by antennas having
1.2- and 5 *beamwidths.were.recorded.simul8aneougly
with-a-nominal path elevation angle of . The
broadbeam antenna received a-"contribution reflected
from the sea surfade, while the narrow beam antenna
la.rg ly _discriminated against such reflections.
The s ectra of phase variations for .the_ two cases, were
compa d and the coherence between the phases was
compu The broadbeam signal displayed consistently
highe spectral density than did the narrow beam signal
over e fluctuation frequency range of from 0.1 Hz to
the limit of the analysis at about Um Hz.,

143.. Thompson, M. C., Jr., L. E. Wood, an-4, H. -B. Janes (1969),
Use of radio-optical dispersion toStudy radio range.
errors on moving paths, ITS Technical Memorandum,
ERLT ITS 190 (limited availability).
Supported by. data .saken over a 65-km slant path with,,
fixed terminals, this report suggests exploitationof the
dispersion between radio and optical signals for studiing
the atmospheric errors in radio range- Measurements oyer
propagation paths with a moving- terminai: Correlations
between --the 2 Id: cr:owave. range- variability and the micro-

disperSion are heavily concentrated near.
unity - The V-ftriations of the dispersive range difference
very closely approximate the corresponding atmospheric
variation. on 'the microwave range.



For a number of year the National Bureau_of Staffdardsand, since 1965, .the Environmental Science. Services Admin-..istratgon, has b'een studying experimental time-varyingerrors introduced by the tropbsphere in
. microwave distancemeasurements, tesp6Cially with regard_ to ground-to-air-or

ground-to-space systemdP involving aircraft,: missiles,or satellites.. These :studies have been based on measure"mentsover fixed, slanted propagation paths with-,the upper-.::-terminal located on a mountain top. This arrangementh-as permitted long-term, _continuous, measurements of'apparent range variations withciut cont'amina:ting thedata with real- range changes introduced by randoix motionof an airborne upper :terminal.

144. Thompson M.C. , Jr. H. B.. Jan_e,s, and W. B. Grant -(1965)1Study of atmospheric errors microwave,trackingsystems,'IsTBS Repot
An e.xpeimental program was conducted to study furtheraspects of atmospheric effects on radio tracking systems.This -.series included measurements near Boulder, Colorado,and on theisland of. Maui,, Hawaii. Four spedific poiAitswere investigated: 1) effect of antenna aperture size onrange noide, 2) dependence of range difference noise .ontiaseline length, .3). correlation of range variations withradio refractive index obtained both from surface andairborne instruments, and 4) the use of auxiliary atmos-pheric properties_ to predict the 'expected noise level,(from -atmospheric effects). All measurements were madeat 9.4 GH.z. Antenna aperture size effect was found- to

. be insignificant. Baseline length dependence was determinedfor baselines. ranging from 4.5 to 1653:4 meters. Generallypoor correlations were found between range and surfacerefractive index, bu-t good correlation appeared betweenrange index data_obtained from about-1000 to '2300 meters-
(MSL:). No clear relationship,:.was found between.the IeVelof range noise and any of the- supplementary quantitiesmeasured during these experiments., .

145. Thompson, M. C., Jr:, and D. M. Waters (1958); Compari-
son ,of -phase .difference and _Doppler shift measure:rments for studying. ionospheric fine structure using
earth satellited; Proc. I.R.E. 46, No. 12f.p. 1960;

using signals from earth satellites- to-investigateionospheric fine structure, it would appear that at leasttwo approaches might be used. One is the technique of.
measuring continuously the.phase eifference of signalsreceived over slightly ilifferent paths (space receivingantennas), and the second is that of -examining the TiOp-

., pier shift' on the frequency of --a single signal. The
basic clifferences in the two 1-techniques are examined.
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146. -U.S. Army Radio Frequency Engineering Office,..gffice ofthe Chief- Signal officer (1958) , Optimum' F/Wart.. zencies
for Outer Space .Communication, unnumbered report,July 1958, 30 pp. (principal contributors were
'personnel of NES CRPL, G. W . Haydon et al.)

- The work summarizes_ the offfrequency dependence of radio
propagation-and ottrer.technical faCtors which influence

s--outer space communications and proVides a bass for theselection freduencies for communication between earth
arid'a Space vehicle or for communicationm between spacevehicles.
CoMmunications between earths and outer apace is theoretic-
ally possible in both the VHF and u.t-J.I1 bands._ The upperlimit is dependent upon troposphericconditions and thelower limit depends upon ionospheric conditions. The op-
timUm .frequency, therefore, .is not sharply' defined, butis dependent upon geographio location and time of operation.
For communication for m_ ost.-of the time to most any earth'terminal location, any frequency above 70---Mc/s may be
used. The optimum freuqency will depend upon the specific
communication service required and will be a compromise

$ between the maximum practical antenna- size, the minimum
beamwidth which will permit. acquisition-or tracking and
radio noise levels.

147. Utlaut, 117..F. (1975) ,' Review of importar4 probleMs in wave,
propagation affecting future telecommunication syitems
performance,;Conference Proceedings, World Telecommuni-
cations Fat-Um, Geneva, Switzerland, October 1975, 3.1:8.1-
3.1.8.8.

7

Radio propagation factors play 'an important role in de-
termining .telecommunication system.performarice
This paper sunmiarizes some of the radio propagation factors
about which there is insufficient knowledge in view of the
ti'ends with which,telecommunication systems are developing.

,s These include ionospheric, affects on earth-space communi---
cations, tropospheric radio.meteorology, urban and irreg-
nlar tevrain environments laiielonospheric Modification:-
resulting from high power transmitters. .

148. Utla.ut,- W. F. (1973), Ionospheric scintillationsl =a 'potential.
limitation; to_Satellite communications -important unknown .scintillation -faators Institute of_AdonauticS -

and Astronautias 12th ...Aerospace ScienCes Meeting,
Washington. D.C.., January. 30 - February 1, Papek -N6'-; 74-56.. -

.

The plie.nbmenon of ionospheric scintillations has long been
observed by radio astronomers and physicists._ Their
observations 'have been valuable .1n. "describing certain



f

aspects of the phenomenon. Questions for which they
sought answers were not necessarily framed to provide
adequate information about scintillation effects for ..

today's satellite system designer. Factors need' g better.':s
understanding relative to scintillations include: Agnal,
amplitude and phase, time and frequency character sties -''
izi`relation to 'geographic loe.4tion and period in time:
probability of occurrence,- degree of severity, geographical
extent of scintillation effects. ;, relationship of scintilla,-
tion's to other geophysical phenagiena., that may permit -/.
prediction capacity, and others.: ,

,./'
, . .

149.. Violette, E. J. (1974), Wideband digital 'C'ommunication-
satellite system, OT 'Report 74-50.: -

A wideband digital communications satellite system-
is investigated using a time-division,. multiple-7access

1/4"approach -to establish a high capaci , nationwide
network. State-of-the-Art bit-rat capacity is a .'
estimated for digital -data transmission in the entire c

'frequency bands of each assumed frequency allo-
cation-in one geostationary orbital slot. -,

4

Vogler, L. E,., and S. F. Van Hox.n...(1972), Bibliography on
propagation effects from 10 GHz ..to 1000.THz, OT
13eport' 30. %

4 .
A biblibgraphy on elect romagnetic wave propagation over
line-of-sight paths through the ,troposphere at frequencies '.

about 10 GHz.' The references are diVided into :three -
main categories covering the area of propagation throUgh
non-Eurbulent clear atmosphere .and precipitation.

150 .

)151. Welch, W. M. (1974) , In:termodula.tion effects in space!-.
qualified ,type -traveling -wave -tubes;. OT Report 74 -55.

Characteristfcs of dpace-qpalified traveling-wave tubes
are summarized. The nonlinear behavior of these tubes
is outlined, 'and the results of ekperiMental and theoret-
ibal investigations of several authorS arehgiven.
Recent adVances which will ipfluence satellite

,

co mmuni--
cation systems are discussed.

1. zr,,,, / 1 .

-152. ,Wel;s, P. I., D. A. Hill, A. G. Lo-ngley, R. G. FitzGerr
L. L. Haidle, .and D. V.- Glen (1975), .An experiment
ciesign-,Vor the ineasurement c560/building attenuktion,
OT,Technical Memorandum- 75-199.

An ''experiment has 'been- designed by the Off-ic e
Telecommunications, Institute for Telecommunication

r-N
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Sciences, to study the attenuation of ultra.-high
frequency signals by buildings. This program was
sponsored by the Lewis 'Research Center of the National
Aeronautics -and SgaCe Administration and is a part
of a study to determine the feasibility-of a future
disaster warning satellite system. -

This report 'first discusses some'spreVious,-rela
--' --research. and the results of some theoretical studies
of the -behavior of electromagnetic signals in buildings .
These are followed 'by a desoription of the recommended
experiment'approach, the instrumentaion;system to be used
in the building-attenuation zneasurentns- and the"
measurement: procedures;-and the 'reducti:on of the
building a.ttneuation data. It is recommended that
ATS-6-satellite be used as -a signal source- for the
building a.ttenaution measurements. .Finally, tie
results 'cif preliminary building attenuation measurements
are Eiresented to show the viability of the recommended
experiment approach.

15'3 . Wells, P. , and P. V. Tryon (1976), The attenuation of
UHF 'radio signals by houses, Ott Report 76-098.

This paper presents the results of a measurement program
which was conducted to determine the attenuation of .UBFradio signals penetrating to the inside of a typical'.
houSe. This program is part of a study to determine the
feasibility of using direct satellite communication to
disseminate disasrter warning messages:- The measurements
were made in a manner-,to determine the building attenu-.
ation as a. function of frequency, 'construction type; .

climate, and the elevation angle -eO- the signal source.

Atten-Uation measurements were made in five
Boulder, Colorado; Duluth, Minnesota; Kansas City,
Missouri; Little Rock, Arkansas; and Houston, Texas.
The measurements were made at-three frequencies;, 860 Mliz

, ,.1550 -MHz, and 2569 MHz, using the ATS -6 geogynchronous
satellite as a signal source. ,Mo'st measurements were
made Jon two principal house types; -wood frame with a
wood outside surface and a wood frame brick veneer out-

; side surfae. .

A brief description4DE tile measurement program, and an
anal pis of the measurement results are .presented.



-154. Westwatem, E. R. (1967), An analysis of the correction of range
. errprs due to -atmospheric refrattion by microwave radio-, .me 2.c techniques, ESS4 =TR TER 30,-ITSA 30.

The accuracy' of systems 'which measure range to missiles .

or satellites' is limited by atmospheric refraction. The
,MARCOR technique Corrects for range errois due .to the wet
component Q f atmospheric.refra.ctiA by _using thermal
emission measurements in. the vicinity of the water *vapor
resonant line at 22.235 GEz.

(

The,eff6ct of reasonable estimates of error in the MARCOR
proCess. is evaluated and given in tables. The analysis
is based on a limited sample of two meteorological profiles,
though nothing- in the work indicates that the results
would be radically different for 'ether profiles..

.

Under the assumptions of this report,. 'the. MARCOR technique
further reduCes the refradtion -error a_lready corrected by
iadiosonde" data by- a'factor of 1.5 to 3 for elevation angles,
greater than 3

155* Wood, L. E.', and: M. C. Thompson, Jr . (1970), Oscillator synchro-
nization_ vi?. -satellite, Radio Sci..^5, -NO. 10,
pp. 1249.7-1252. ' ,-

A

156.

A technique is proposed for the Isynchronizaton of . idely
separated microwave oscillators via-satellite tran- ondet-.
As a result of calculations of the phase shifts 'over ,the
paths, computation of expected- signal-to-noise ratios;_ .

and experiments on a,15 -km line-of-sight path, synchro-
nizAion to within 0.'05:cycle rms A:z110-GEz oscillators-
should be possible.

acharisen,,D. R. T:. -Disrieyi' L. D. Schultz, A. F.
Barqhausen, -and' R. LT. Matheson (1971) 4 Inerference
compatibility raftlitoring_ and,- measurements for TJEF sat-
ellite earth terminals, OS TM: 69 .(limited availability) .

.,Thi.s."report SuMmarizes' the workperformed for the
National 'Environmental Satellite Services' from aune
thriSugh September 1971. Emissions in two-UHF bands,
centered on 468;825 and 1690'MHz weid--monitored and anal_ yz
at four GOES systeri.,Data Utilization StatiOns (DUS) ,to
determine -the RFIJEMC--erniironment: The data- cotlectio
technique and the measurement /monitoring system: nstru-.

mentation are discusSed. DistilbytionS and_tables: showing
diurnal and geograPhic .variations- of.-spectrum usage in. v;..C.
the lowerband are piesented 'along with photographs of
emissions observed in- the -higher band.

. '
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4.2 ',Subject Listing,

This portion of'the bibliography contains authorsnames,dates: titles, and sources arranged by subject according tothe following categbries: Propagation- (ionospheric scintillation,absorption, and precipitation attenuation);" Antennas; Modulation'
and/or Signal Design (analog or .digital); Elec'Eromagnetic Inter-lerence:and Frequency Sharing.; System De'Sign;- and.Noise.each category, the papers are listed in alphabetical,Orddr-by.

-author. The 'number' at the left of each entry' below refers to thecitation number for each reference cited beginning on page 7 ofthe text. . <

Propagation-

10:.-Bean, andGD.
Robert H. Paul, IEEE

-Systems-,..Ma±ch.

Beank.B.R.:,'and..i.;E..J. Dutton .(1966), Radio Meteorology,NBS Moncgaph
4

11.' Bean., .B.R., Abbotti and E.R. Westater
of:-.xperiments for:remOte,microwave. probing
phere, NBS Report_7682.-NTIS AccetS..N.o.

Thayer .02969) Reply to a letter by,

Trans. 'Aerospace and.,lectroniCs

(1963), DeSign
of the atmos-
404-207.

15.' Bean, B. (ed.) (1960),.CCIR Commission 3: Ionospheric RadioPropagation, Reviewof'U.S:A. activity in the,fields of:in-- terest of Lin' Commission3 during the trennium 1957-1959:4 - Satellite beacon studies. J. Research NBS, Vol. 64D,
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